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Glossary of Key Terms
CAP- Climate Action Plan-Conducted by the Department of Environment and SF Public
Utilities Commission, the plan set a target to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20% of
1990 levels by 2012.
CCA- Community Choice Aggregation-Municipal authority to own and/or purchase electricity
on behalf of the city's residents, as mandated by state legislation.
Cleantech Cluster- Business cluster is an economic development concept in which groups of
related companies coalesce in a particular location for the benefits of collaboration. The
Clean Technology Cluster, or Cleantech cluster is defined " the diverse range of products,
services, and processes that are inherently designed to provide superior performance at
lower costs, greatly reduce or eliminate environmental impacts and, in doing so, improve
the quality of life," by Cleantech Venture Network.
DG - Distributed generation- Electrical generation that is produced at or near the location
where it is consumed; as opposed imported or purchased power, which is produced a
generation plant. DG includes PV, microturbines and fuel cells.
ERP - Electricity Resource Plan-Study conducted by the Department of Environment and SF
Public Utilities Commission to plan for the closure of the Hunter's Point electric
generation plant and the downsizing of the Potrero plant. The plan called for the
installation of 360 MW of renewable power and load reduction measures, including 60
MW of solar power.
ESP - Electricity Service Provider-A private firm that purchases and manages electricity
consumers' portfolio. This can include contracting for energy efficiency and developing
new generation projects.
Hetch Hetchy - Reservoir owned and operated by the San Francisco Public Utilities
Commission, which provides the city of San Francisco with water and the municipal
government with hydroelectric power. The electricity cannot be sold to private entities,
as defined by the Raker of 1913.
IOU - Investor Owned Utility-Private company like PG&E that provides the full electrical
utility service to consumers. Before deregulation, the IOU managed electricity
generation, transmission, distribution and customer service. Under CCA, it will only
provide transmission, distribution and customer service.
Kw, - Peak Kilowatt-The peak capacity that electrical generation source can produce if it
operated 100% capacity 24 hours/day
Kwh - Kilowatt hour-The amount of electricity produced in an hour of generation. Since solar
pv only generates electricity when during the day, and at a factor of the direct sunlight, its
production is roughly 30% of its peak capacity.
Load -The amount of electricity being generated and used at a given time. Since electricity
cannot be stored, the generation and consumption at a given time must be roughly equal.
MOEWD - San Francisco Mayor's Office of Economic and Workforce Development -The
public office that commissioned this report in order to study their economic development
goals.
MW - Megawatt-1,000 KW. It would require 100,000-200,000 square foot solar array to
produce 1 MW, equivalent to 2 football fields. In comparison, 1 industrial wind turbine
has 1-3 MW capacity, and a nuclear power plant has a 500 MW capacity.
Net metering - An electricity pricing system that allows PV generation to send electricity into
the grid, at which the utility pays the producer the market price. It is required of utilities
in California.
Peak load - The highest point of electricity consumption in a given time frame, typically in the
afternoon of a hot summer day.
PG&E - Pacific Gas & Electric-The investor owned utility (IOU) that manages electricity for
San Francisco and the Bay Area.
PV - Photovoltaics-the type of solar energy technology that produces electricity, as opposed
to solar thermal or passive solar. Term used interchangeably with solar power or solar
electricity in this report.
REC- Renewable Energy Credits-Tradable certificates that are the equivalent to the premium
cost for renewable energy, compared to market rate for electricity.
RPS-- Renewable Portfolio Standard- A minimum percentage of an electric utility's portfolio
that is required to be from renewable energy, as defined by state or federal law. The RPS
can be reached through the purchase of renewable energy credits.
SGIP-Self Generation Incentive Program-State of California's existing rebate program to
incentivize investment in renewable energy, which is administered by IOUs. The
program will be replaced with the California Solar Initiative in 2007.
I. Introduction
Abstract
Although state and federal financial incentives have made solar energy more cost
effective in Calfornia, there still are real or perceived barriers to developing large scale, wide
spread solar deployment. The City of San Francisco is looking to overcome these barriers in
order to attract and support the solar industry, both as an economic development and an
environmental goal. This report will analyze the economic, institutional and policy issues that
impact San Francisco's opportunity to achieve its solar development goals, and assess the
barriers that have limited the City's success to date. The report examines how these barriers may
be overcome by three new proposed initiatives that would use public/private partnerships to
deploy large scale solar projects. It will then consider what economic development opportunity
they might stimulate for the solar industry. Finally, it will offer recommendations to the City of
San Francisco on using these public/private partnerships to implement local, renewable power
on a large scale.
Renewable energy is a small but rapidly growing sector with a critical mission: to
overcome human dependence on fossil fuels. Photovoltaics, or solar electricity, is particularly
valuable from the perspective of sustainability, because it is the only electric renewable energy
source that can be easily produced at the site it is consumed, which creates several environmental
and financial benefits. With the Kyoto Protocol and increased subsidies, solar power has become
the fastest growing energy source globally. Despite these benefits and governmental support,
many people remain skeptical of photovoltaics due to the price gap between solar power and
fossil fuels.
The City of San Francisco and the State of California are determined to overcome the
challenges facing solar power by bringing the technology to scale. The City hopes to become a
prime mover in the solar industry, both as an environmental and an economic development goal.
Solar energy plays an important role in the City's political agenda: it intends to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions below Kyoto Protocol standards, to close a coal burning power plant to
alleviate environmental justice problems, and to pursue energy independence to mitigate volatile
energy prices. The City is now pursuing public/private partnerships that could stimulate growth in
the solar industry.
The Mayor's Office of Economic and Workforce Development (MOEWD) is seeking an
assessment of the renewable energy sector, and solar power in particular, to consider economic
development opportunity created by recent policies and programs. The City has designated clean
technology as one of its three industry initiatives that it will pursue over the next several years,
with a focus on renewable energy. MOEWD wants to better understand the level of job growth it
might hope to achieve from the City's existing and proposed initiatives.'
For all of San Francisco's attention and support for renewable energy, the City has
experienced barriers to its implementation. Until the 1990s, California was the global leader in
solar deployment, but has since fallen behind Japan and Germany, who now have as much as
seven times as much power installed and produce over three times more solar modules annually.
Meanwhile, San Francisco attempted to finance the largest single deployment of solar power in
the US to date, but the initiative was unable to be implemented. What have been the barriers that
have limited the growth of solar in the most progressive and environmental city in the United
States? How can San Francisco, and California in general, regain the position as a leading
developer of solar power?
This report will evaluate the opportunity to nurture the clean technology cluster in San
Francisco through generating large scale demand for solar. To do so, the report examines the
market potential of solar power, and whether it is a cost effective investment in California today
with the existing government incentives. It will also consider the solar industry's market viability
when California's solar rebates are due to expire in 2012. It will then examine the state and
municipal policies that will impact this market over the next decade, and different programs that
are in the currently in various stages of development that intend to create a large scale demand for
solar installations.
In the field of renewable energy policy, there is an extensive body of research on job
growth potential, carbon emissions reductions, life cycle analysis, and cost/benefit analysis that
quantify the economic and environmental benefits of renewable energy. This paper will
synthesize the perspectives of market research, public policy, private financing, and economic
development in order to understand the solar energy potential in San Francisco, and provide a
qualitative analysis of the proposed public private partnerships.
Methodology
In order to assess the economic development opportunities for renewable energy, I began
this research by reviewing the market and policy literature for different technologies, and
interviewing renewable energy arena in San Francisco. In the interviews, I pursued the primary
question of what are the opportunities and barriers to bringing renewable energy to scale in San
The clean technology cluster is defined as " the diverse range of products, services, and processes that are
inherently designed to provide superior perfonnance at lower costs, greatly reduce or eliminate
environmental impacts and, in doing so, improve the quality of life," From Cleantech Venture Network,
http://cleantech.con/.
Francisco, and what needs to be done to achieve success? I began with a first round of interviews
that covered a range of technologies, policies and opportunities. Assessing the level of impact
that could be created by various proposals presented to the City, three initiatives for solar
technology emerged that demonstrated significant potential.
With a focus on photovoltaic technology, I researched the factors that would impact the
industry: market trends, technological development, and policy. The market analysis, based on
international and domestic research from policy institutes and solar industry journals, considers
whether the solar industry is a worthwhile economic development target. Given its low energy
intensity and high capital costs, is solar a competitive source of power? Do the state and federal
incentives make solar installations a solid financial investment today? Is the industry's growth
simply a market bubble that will collapse when the incentives expire?
To answer these questions, I set up a hypothetical financial analysis of a typical solar
project in San Francisco based on the current market conditions. Including all available incentives
I calculate the internal rate of return. While this analysis only demonstrates the rate of return for
a single type of project and cannot reflect the returns gained under other conditions, it does
demonstrate that a solar investment can perform above market rate. I then use the experience
curve to project the future price of solar installations at the point when the subsidies expire, and
conduct a similar financial analysis under the changed market conditions and without government
subsidies. This analysis concludes that under the predicted conditions, solar investment will be
competitive by the time the California rebate expires.
The policy analysis focuses on renewable energy policies that have been passed in San
Francisco and on the state level since 2000. The City has passed several recent policies: the
deployment of renewable energy to reduce greenhouse gas reductions, a plan to meet one third of
the city's electric load with energy efficiency and renewables, and municipal bonds to finance
solar projects. Through interviews with specialists in the field, I consider what have been the
limitations of the existing policies in their ability to achieve the stated objectives. The policy
context is essential to consider when examining San Francisco's future opportunities, since they
demonstrate the challenges the City has faced and how they plan to overcome them.
In the second part of the report, I identify three cases of proposed initiatives that could
have a beneficial impact on solar development in San Francisco. Each of these initiatives is
groundbreaking, without precedent, and attempting to accomplish objectives that have not
previously been seen as possible. I conducted more in depth interviews with leaders and City
representatives that were involved with these proposals.
The first of the initiatives is Community Choice Aggregation (CCA), a municipal
program authorized by state law to aggregate and purchase power on behalf of the city's
residents. The second is a private capital financing program that proposes to construct 60 MW of
solar through a partnership with the City. The third is the redevelopment of Hunter's Point
Shipyard, in which the City is negotiating with the developer to employ solar in the buildings, as
well as to attract renewable energy companies to locate at the site. These three programs are in
various states of development. The CCA has recently been approved by the Board of Supervisors
and is in the municipal agency formation process. The private financing initiative was rejected
last year by the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission and is being redesigned to submit to
the CCA. Hunter's Point is already undergoing redevelopment, but the solar component and
industry cluster are still being negotiated with the City's partner.
These public/private partnerships, along with California's existing policies, are the source
of the City's economic development opportunity in solar power. The final part of this report will
discuss how the City can use these opportunities as leverage to attract the solar industry to San
Francisco. It will explain how these partnerships can maximize their impact through
collaboration, and will quantify the jobs created by 60 MW of guaranteed demand. It will
analyze the City's goals and options, and make recommendations to pursue a comprehensive
sustainable development agenda that balances supply and demand side programs.
Findings
Technological improvements, state and federal financial incentives, and utility
restructuring have made renewable energy more accessible in the past decade. These factors,
along with the recent increases in oil and gas prices, have begun to make renewable energy cost
effective. The San Francisco Bay Area offers resources that could advance the renewable energy
sector: it is a nexus of high tech research institutions, it has the political support of the public and
city administrators, it is the center of venture capital and has a tradition of technological
innovation. Meanwhile, the sector may be a worthwhile economic development opportunity for
the city, because it is job intensive in the low to moderate skill level and creates energy sources
that fill the City's environmental interests.
There is a misconception about what factors limit the role of solar power as part of the
world energy supply. It is perceived that the most limiting factor to the growth of solar is the high
generation cost of solar power; with an average cost of $0.18 /Kwh compared to $0.03-$0.05
/Kwh for standard fossil fuel based sources, the price difference is seen as insurmountable. Many
leaders in the energy sector suggest that government subsidies are not worth the effort, since the
gap will not close for many decades. However, this misconception is caused by making an
invalid comparison between generation costs from these very different types of energy sources.
When one compares the cost born by the consumer, which is the point where energy prices are
actually paid, solar is already approaching price competitiveness without subsidies, and will most
likely be competitive without subsidies within the next ten years. This reasoning explains the
seemingly disparate facts that solar power is both the most expensive renewable energy
technology and is the fastest growing source of energy worldwide.
Since the advent of solar subsidies, the current limitations to the growth of solar power
are in fact institutional, particularly since the advent of solar subsidies. The most significant issue
is that the growth of solar power conflicts with the financial interests of the investor owned
utilities (IOU) like PG&E, so they resist enabling its growth. Only through a series of legislative
measures has the state of California been able to require IOUs to accommodate grid connected
solar installations, as well as other load reduction measures. Since the IOU controls both the
infrastructure that distributes electricity and the purchasing of electric power generation, its
financial interest is to maintain the largest volume of electricity generation at centralized
locations under its control and distribute it to the customer base. Although deregulation opened
the power purchasing markets California, consumer pricing is still regulated, set at 12% profit
margin over the utilities costs. With this structure, the only way for the IOU to increase its profits
is to increase its costs, so the utilities benefit if they must build more power lines and loose
revenues from load reduction. Decades of policies have been designed and tested attempting to
overcome this dilemma, and the state has faced many failures.
However, institutional barriers have also been caused by a lack of coordination of the
various activities within the field of solar, which has limited its growth potential. Due to the
complexity of the energy sector, few professionals focus on the integration of the various aspects
of supporting the solar industry. Most professionals are specialists in a particular aspect of the
field-technological development, production, financing, or policy-and have only a basic
understanding about how these aspects should work together. One of the most damaging aspects
of this compartmentalization is the proprietary control of market and finance information by
industry analysts and managers. As a policy researcher with the goal strengthening the industry's
development, it was extremely difficult for me to construct a clear picture of the solar market,
because most industry research was confidential and required prohibitive prices to access. While
it is necessary for market analysts to generate revenue from investors that intend to profit from
their research, this inaccessibility is hindering an effective integration of the market generating
policies that the industry would benefit from.2
Furthermore, the various state and municipal programs and policies are not well
coordinated, which has rendered them less effective than they should be, perhaps due to a lack of
understanding of the market and financing of the solar investments. The public/private
partnerships examined in the following chapters have also been developed with only nominal
awareness of one another's work, which would compromise their viability if they are not
coordinated. The City and the State of California are pursuing groundbreaking initiatives that are
leading the nation, but in a piecemeal fashion, instead of developing a holistic approach to
nurturing the industry. The process of installing solar continues to be complicated, involving
rebate applications, tax forms and financing, which creates a barrier on the consumer side. Lastly,
I find that the level of the California rebates are compromising the quantity of subsidies that can
be offered by making the amount of the subsidy so high. In my financial analysis, I conclude that
solar investments could still be excellent financial investments if the rebates were lowered,
allowing them to be distributed to more widely. This is evidenced in the fact that the program is
oversubscribed and requires a lottery.
In order to make solar power a major contributor to the energy portfolio and to enable
San Francisco to gain economic development benefits from a clean tech industry, it will require a
systemic approach to supporting the industry through both supply and demand side policies. It
will also require federal, state and local policies that are well integrated so that they can be
implemented efficiently. In the past 15 years, Germany and Japan went from almost no solar
capacity or industry to far outpace California. While higher electricity costs have played a role,
the governments have been instrumental in seeding and developing the industry. Both nations
have accomplished this through well-planned coordination of the demand and supply side
policies, focusing on both economic development strategies and legislative requirements to
increase the renewable energy portfolio.
This report concludes that the CCA and other proposed programs could provide the
capacity for San Fransicso to be a leader in the solar industry, which will generate both economic
development and environmental benefits. The CCA would not only enable a number of other
public private partnerships in San Francisco, but will also create the largest guaranteed demand
for solar power in the US to date. If it is successful at drawing the solar industry to San Francisco
and linking its environmental goals, it is likely to generate an equal number of non-technical,
I was ultimately able to construct a market analysis through interviews, public research and a hypothetical
financial analysis, but I must reference anonymous sources and offer certain non-specific findings in order
to maintain the confidentiality of key infonnants.
labor oriented jobs as it does professional, high skill jobs. While the job growth generated directly
from 60 MW of solar is not massive, 200-330 over a five year period, depending on whether the
City successfully attracts a solar manufacturer, it could be a catalyst to attract clean tech
entrepreneurial activity to the city, which could be the more significant source of job growth.
Approaching solar development as both an economic development and environmental
objective has the potential to be the most effective method for bringing the solar industry to a
scale that could compete with Germany and Japan, while helping to develop a renewable power
source that can displace a notable percentage of the world's fossil fuel consumption. By creating
an environment where the solar industry can thrive will not only accomplish the installation of
30-60 MW of power in San Francisco, but will also demonstrate that San Francisco can
accomplish the most innovative programs in renewable energy. This can have a generative effect
to attract entrepreneurs and stimulate innovation in the field. Ultimately, it is through the support
of next generation technologies that California can create a thriving regional solar industry that
will enable solar power to become increasingly competitive and accessible to households across
the US. But balancing the goals of economic development, market growth, and sustainability also
poses challenges, which must be considered.
Finally, what this analysis offers must be acknowledged: it is an assessment of potential
rather than of actual results. Since the programs presented have yet to be implemented, this
report does not imply that any projections made are definitive. It is merely suggesting what is
possible, given existing trends, policies, and projects under development. While I will provide
reasoning about why these things are possible to be accomplished, I will not attempt to prove
them. Many consultants and analysts have been commissioned to study the feasibility of these
proposals, in particular the CCA. But is important to bear in mind that as unprecedented projects
that are attempting to establish untested models, these proposed programs have vulnerabilities
and will not necessarily succeed. One of the most important things that the Mayor's Office can do
is to understand these vulnerabilities so that they can be addressed from the outset.
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2. The Value of Solar Energy
For decades, the mainstream energy sector has disregarded solar electricity as an
irrelevant energy source because it has two critical flaws: its high cost and low energy intensity.
At the current market rate of approximately $.18 cents per Kwh, solar electricity has the highest
generation cost of a stationary source of electricity, about 600% of the market rate for coal and
natural gas. The cost of solar cannot compete with other renewable energy sources either, being
twice as expensive as wind power and nearly three times as expensive as geothermal. Meanwhile,
the energy intensity of PV is relatively low in two respects. Its production efficiency, the amount
of electricity that it produces is on average only 30% of its peak capacity, or the amount of
electricity that it is capable of producing. Since solar electricity can only be produced during the
day and is less productive during winter and bad weather, PV is idle the majority of the time.
Consider this compared to fossil fuel generation, in which electricity is generated only when it is
needed, and can run 24 hours a day if necessary. Furthermore, with an energy intensity of 5-10
watts per square foot, the amount of electricity that can be generated in a given amount of space
is low compared to other forms of energy sources. The amount of electricity that is generated on
the rooftop of a given building often only supplies 10-25% of the building's total electric needs;
the rooftop area is often not even sufficient at the brightest point of the day.
The outlook on the technological improvement of the energy intensity and efficiency is
not very promising either. The DC/AC conversion efficiency ratio, the factor by which the solar
energy can be converted to electricity, currently has the paltry average of 14%, and researchers
say the physical limit is only 28%. (Tester 2005) Researchers believe that they will be able to
improve the efficiency of solar, the total amount of electricity that a solar panel can produce, to
24%. In the best case scenario, innovations will not even be able to double the total electrical
output of solar panels.
Yet with all of these disadvantages, solar electricity is the fastest growing technology in
the energy market over the past five years, outpacing even the growth of wind power. With a 50%
annual growth rate last year and a 25% average annual growth rate over the past five years, the
solar industry outpaced almost every other industry during the recession[JAH1]. Market analysts
question whether this rapid growth is a market bubble driven by temporary government subsidies.
If this were the case, the solar industry would not be a promising economic development target
since the market would collapse when the government subsidies run out and photovoltaics would
not be a viable energy source.
However, market analysts are concluding that the solar module prices will continue to
drop while the costs for fossil fuels continue to increase. Furthermore, the number of subsidies
the governments offer will only be increasing over the next several decades, while policy analysts
see a carbon tax as a likely development worldwide. These factors will shift the price differences
between solar and fossil fuel sources. Although the current growth of photovoltaics can be
attributed to subsidies, subsidies are already dropping in Japan, where solar continues to have the
highest growth rate in the world. (Martinot 2004, Jager-Waldau 2005) Nevertheless, market
trends are not adequate for long-term economic development policy. With far lower cost sources
of renewable energy available, it is necessary to consider the advantages of solar power that are
making it so successful in recent years.
- Distributed generation shaves transmission load. Solar is a form of distributed
energy-it is typically consumed at or nearby the site that it is produced-which reduces
the total electric load that must be transmitted through the power lines. Since
transmission is nearly as costly as generation, distributed generation increases cost
effectiveness by cutting out the transmission cost. Critics of solar power often compare
the generation price of solar to other sources such as coal, natural gas and nuclear, but the
comparison is inaccurate, since solar power does not include all of the utility costs of
centralized generation.
* Reducing transmission increases energy efficiency. A significant percentage of electric
power is lost in the process of transmission. Depending on the distance that the
electricity must be transmitted, the power supplier may need to generate up to 50% more
electricity than households consume. Not only does improved energy efficiency reduce
costs, but it also reduces greenhouse gas emissions.
" Peak solar production aligns with peak demand. The period when there is peak
load-the time period with the highest electricity use-is during hot summer days when
PV is at its maximum production. In the generation market, the period of peak demand
requires the use of the most expensive and heavily polluting plants. These plants could
otherwise be decommissioned if the region's peak load is reduced. PV further reduces
prices because they cut the use of imported power during the periods when electricity is
most expensive.
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Figure 1. Electrical consumption and solar production profile for a sample building
Solar is reliable in the face of power outages and price shocks. Energy security has
become an increasing concern in terms of natural disasters such as earthquakes, making
solar power more appealing. Solar power hedges against spikes in oil and gas prices that
led to power shortages during the California energy crisis. PV provides backup power
that does not require a fuel source.
- PV installations are unobtrusive. Relative to other power sources, solar electricity is
easy to install since it does not require construction permits'. Compared to wind turbines,
solar panels produce no sound and do not obstruct views. These issues enable PV
projects to be implemented more quickly and in more populated areas than wind,
hydroelectric and other major renewable sources.
- PV modules have proven to be low maintenance. Although the reputation of solar
energy was marred in the 70's and 80's by the unreliability of solar thermal technology,
PV modules are sold with a lifetime warranty and rarely need maintenance. Investors
have stated that this makes solar energy a low risk investment.
3 From interview, Paul Fenn
Despite the many benefits of solar, its competitiveness will ultimately be tested in the
market. If its benefits outweigh the costs, and the value can be captured in the market, then solar
energy will be able to grow despite its higher cost; and otherwise it will struggle to compete,
always requiring government support. Therefore, it is essential to understand whether solar has
become competitive in California with subsidies, and whether the price will decrease in the long
run to make the technology competitive without its level of subsidy.
Is PV price competitive with California subsidies?
Market analysts tend to compare the price of solar power to standard sources based on
price /Kwh production, which inaccurately represents the cost difference to the end user. They are
difficult to compare because solar prices are based on an investment in a high cost asset with
benefits that accrue over 25 years, whereas utility prices are unpredictable and involve other costs
like transmission and customer service. It would be more accurate to compare the price /Kwh the
consumer pays for solar power to the total retail price /Kwh for imported electricity from the
utility, including transmission/distribution. Since the utility's generation costs depend on the price
of coal and natural gas, the cost effectiveness of solar increases as the cost of fossil fuels increase.
This makes it difficult to predict the future value of solar, since gas, oil and coal prices are
complex and unpredictable. Furthermore, utility prices vary by region and customer class, while
the types of subsidies for solar installations vary based on characteristics of the project and state
laws. Meanwhile, all of these conditions change over time. For this reason, there is a lack of
literature available that conducts in depth financial analyses of price competition with subsidies.
The range of factors makes it extremely difficult to compare solar prices to standard electricity
costs on a comprehensive level. The best analysis that can be conducted may be to simply
conduct financial analyses under a single set of conditions at a given point in time.
A financial analysis on an individual project that may be typical under existing conditions
in San Francisco can help us understand whether it is possible for solar to be a cost effective
investment. Although an individual financial analysis can only represent a specific project type
based on conclusions on a unique set of factors that may not represent many other projects, it
allows us to isolate factors and compare the price of solar for the end user relative to standard
retail electricity rates. Few studies have shown this relationship, leaving the responsibility to
industry sales representatives. A theoretical financial analysis will allow us to consider whether
California subsidies have made solar energy price competitive, if only under the given conditions
of the model. Furthermore a financial model allows us to change the assumptions and consider
what conditions are competitive with retail utility rates.
Cash flow analysis for 16 Kw solar installation on multi-family residential in San Francisco
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$32,945
15.41%
544,943
$ 0.18
$84,093
$0.03
Assumptions
Residential Building without net metering
'State tax lability necessary to apply2State Rebate based on $2.80 per watt
Energy production based on -.5% production escalation
'Energy Cost Savings based on $0 125/Kwh utility prices and 5% average annual increase of utility prices
'Cash flow discounted at 7%
Initial investment
Yearear
The following is a theoretical financial analysis based on a $100,000, 16 Kw residential project in
San Francisco that takes advantage of state and federal incentives. The analysis assumes the
current market rates for San Francisco: the solar installations are purchased at the current average
market rate per watt, $6.25; the state rebate provides $2.80 per watt to subsidize the upfront
installation costs; the federal tax credit returns 30% of the solar installation cost at the end of the
first year; the state property tax credit returns 7.75% of the cost if the owner has state property tax
liabilities, and federal depreciation deduction has a 6 year schedule for the depreciation of the
asset. It also assumes that utility prices will continue to increase at a rate of 5% per year. The
total financial incentives are summarized as follows:
Type of incentive Subsidy on remaining Amountproject cost*
State rebate $2.80 /watt $44,800
Federal tax credit 30% $16,560
State tax credit 7.75% $4,278
Depreciation tax deduction 6 year schedule** $18,455
Total Deductions and
Rebates $86,673
*Tax credits and deductions based on remaining cost of project after other
subsidies are discounted, in order they are received.
** See attached pro forma for schedule of deduction rate
The findings are astonishing. The incentives for the project total $86,000, paid out in the
first 6 years of the project. At the end of year one, the investor only has $10,000 cash remaining
in the project, but a net present value of $26,000 in returns over the remaining life of the
investment. In all, this PV project has a 16.2% internal rate of return. In this particular project,
the subsidized cost of electricity is $.02 /Kwh, compared to $.125 /Kwh for the retail price of
power. Meanwhile, the low risk of PV installations makes this an even more attractive
investment. With lifetime warranties, PV has proven to be a reliable technology that rarely needs
maintenance, and has few factors that can negatively impact the investment. This NPV analysis
demonstrates that skepticism about PV's competitiveness appears to be unfounded, if they
include the current subsidies. This solar investment outperforms most stock indices and produces
electricity at 16% of the retail cost.
But investment returns on solar projects will vary based on the following factors:
- Net metering: Net metering is necessary when a project produces more electricity than is
used, so the installation feeds electricity back into the grid. California legislation recently
required utilities to pay PV owners for the excess electricity they produce, without which
could lower the financial returns of a PV investment4 . Some solar projects are designed
to be revenue producers, rather than to provide load reduction at the site where the
electricity is produced. These projects involve contracts with the utility, purchase rates,
and transmission costs, which shift the financial analysis. Although this report does not
include financial analysis of generation projects, it will further discuss their role in San
Francisco's solar industry.
- Commercial vs. residential buildings: Commercial properties are in a different
customer class, paying different utility rates than residential customers. The PG&E rates
for small and medium commercial customers currently range from $0.108 - $0.125 /Kwh,
which does not significantly affect the outcome of the NPV analysis. Since large
commercial and industrial customers have significantly lower rates. Large commercial
and industrial buildings have a surface area that can support large scale solar projects, but
with lower utility rates, it may be more financially attractive to lease the rooftop space
and sell electricity to neighboring buildings.
- Municipal vs. privately owned buildings: Since the government does not pay taxes,
many of the incentives that are available to privately owned buildings are not available
for municipal buildings or non-profit property owners. Meanwhile, there are other
sources of federal and state grants to fund municipal projects that change the project cost
structure. Furthermore, the utility price paid by governments is a fraction of the private
consumer retail price, generally making solar a poor investment for government use.
- Size of the project: CA state rebates currently only apply to projects under 1 MW, which
is large enough to cover almost any rooftop installation, including the 675 Kw Moscone
Center project. The incentives under the existing state programs are designed to support
load reduction. When the California Solar Initiative comes into effect in 2007, the state
rebates will be expanded to include larger projects. This initiative will be discussed in
the following chapter.
4 Net metering established by as series of California state laws, beginning with SB 1656 in 1995. See
tt~ k .ciforrniasocenter org egi ior hil for more details.
With a strong internal rate of return and low risk, one would think that everyone would
be installing solar projects on their roofs. The California subsidy program is, in fact, a major
success, with 19 MW installed. (Martinot 2004) The payoff has attracted investors who
specialize in solar and renewable financing because of the desirable market returns available for
solar. It is such a success that PG&E's solar fund is oversubscribed and there is a lottery to
receive rebates, which has become the limiting factor in the growth of solar energy.
But there are other limiting factors. Solar projects require a large amount of upfront
capital that tends to be paid off over 10-15 years; so many property owners do not want the
upfront costs or new debt. Also, the amount of work that is required to obtain financing, apply
for subsidies, hire a project designer and manage tax deductions makes the financial value less
interesting to many building owners.
Can solar become competitive without subsidies?
There are two issues at stake: whether fossil fuel prices will continue to increase, and
whether technological innovation can bring down solar prices fast enough to be competitive with
other energy sources as the subsides sunset. I am not going to analyze the first issue, since it
involves a complex dynamic of market factors for coal, natural gas, nuclear power and the other
renewables, as well speculation about geopolitics and the potential advent of the carbon tax. For
the sake of simplicity, the financial analyses in this report assume an average 5% annual increase
in the retail price of power generation, considered a conservative estimate since it is only 1%
higher than historical averages of inflation.
The question of solar technological development will be analyzed based on a commonly
accepted forecasting method, the experience curve. The principle behind the experience curve is
that the price of a technology decreases as the production cumulatively increases, due to
improvements in production gained from experience. Market analysts identify several important
factors that will continue to bring down prices over the long term-:
Economies of scale: Growth in the industry is enabling manufacturers to transition to
high scale production, which creates increased efficiency. Some of these factors include
a larger experienced workforce, more specialized machinery and continuous line
production.
From interview, David Danielson, March 20, 2006.
- Increases in modular efficiency: Solar modules currently have only a 12-14%
efficiency, the factor by which the cell converts solar energy into electricity. Depending
on the cell technology, solar cells have the capacity to reach up to 28% efficiency, and
laboratory prototypes have achieved up to 24%, doubling the electrical output of a single
module. It is predicted that solar producers will be able to bring higher efficiency
modules into production, which will lower solar price per Kwh. (Tester 2005)
- Increase in material efficiency: While silicon is a highly abundant natural resource, the
purification process makes it a costly input in the solar cell. The standard cell technology
that dominates the market today is monocrystalline and polycrystalline silicon. While
crystalline silicon wafers are 260-300 tm thick, a next generation technology, thin film
silicon, can achieve decent efficiency and can be as thin as 50 [im. Thin film silicon
technology has the potential to significantly reduce the price of solar cells by reducing the
amount of purified silicon used in the solar cell. Thin film technology has still not gained
strength in the market because of efficiency and reliability issues, but a significant
amount of research is focused on improving this technology. Use of other, lower cost
materials has also shown potential to lower the cost of cell production with further R&D.
- Cheaper labor: Since a significant factor in PV prices is the cost of labor, manufacturing
is increasingly outsourced to the developing world for production. While this may be
unfortunate for regional economic development, it decreases the production costs.
- Standardization of technology: Construction and installation costs are expected to be
reduced as system designs become standardized. When system products will not need
individually designed components, interchangeability will allow for more competition
along the supply chain.
The experience curve was created by the Photex EU Project to quantify the rate at which the price
decreases as the production increases. This analysis, common across many high tech industries,
plots the relationship between price and cumulative production over time on a logarithmic scale.
It has been found to follow a relatively straight line path. In the case of photovoltaic technology,
the experience curve has observed a 20% price decrease for each doubling of cumulative global
production, as seen in Figure 3. (Schaeffer 2004)
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Figure 3: Experience curve for PV technology, 1976-2001
The experience curve allows researchers to estimate future prices of a new technology based
on historical price trends. Forecasts of future prices rely on the experience curve analysis and
projected growth rates. There are certainly flaws with any projection, since they are based on
assumptions. However, if we take the most conservative estimates of solar production growth
rates, we can use the projected price at the point that the California rebates are due to expire. We
can then create a financial analysis of the cost of solar to determine whether the price will be
competitive at this point. Given the timeframe of existing subsidies, the likelihood of a carbon
tax in many developed countries, and given the current 50% growth rate of solar production,
continued growth in the solar industry is likely. The most conservative growth projection
estimated at least an 25% average annual growth rate through 2010 and 20% in 2020.6 (Solarbuzz
2005)
6 Three major studies have made production growth estimates, 2004-2010 period. CLSA (July 04) estimates
32% CAGR; EPIA/Greenpeace (Oct 04), 28% CAGR; Solarbuzz (Mar 05), 24% CAGR
Cumulative Installed Price
Year Production (GW) ($ /w)
2005 5,200 6.25
2008 10,895 5.00
2011 22,018 4.00
2014 41,930 3.20
2017 76,337 2.56
2020 135,794 2.05
Figure 4: Price forecast for installed solar modules, based on experience curve
It should be acknowledged that a price forecast has several limitations. First, it is
presented in 2004 dollars, in order to not introduce another level of speculation with the rate of
inflation. Secondly, it does not account for technical limits the technology may encounter in
terms of the cost of production; it may not be technically possible to install solar at $2 /watt.
Finally, the analysis does not adjust for recent contrary trends to the experience curve. Prices had
been going down consistently until 2004, when demand outstripped supply in the silicon market
and prices began to increase. (Solarbuzz 2006) The advent of government subsides and spike in
demand since the late nineties, has caused a purified silicon shortage that is driving up module
prices across the industry. The market is expected to correct itself by 2008, as silicon producers
construct more processing facilities. The silicon shortage has caused a worldwide PV shortage;
many producers have several months of back orders. These factors may make future prices
higher than projected, but other factors could conversely bring the price lower. As Solarbuzz
produced the most conservative growth rate, the market may grow more rapidly particularly if all
European countries adopt similar policies to Germany or if a carbon tax is introduced. A next
generation technology may have a major breakthrough that brings down prices at a more rapid
rate.
Recognizing the limitations of the projections, this analysis assumes that the market
shortage will correct itself by 2012, when the California Solar Initiative sunsets, and the price will
generally fall along the experience curve in the long run. This also assumes that solar technology
will not reach the technical limits to innovation by 2012. Using the same project presented in
Figure 2, we can conduct a hypothetical financial analysis based on projected future prices. The
other financial assumptions are as follows:
2006 2012
Total Installed price $100,000 $100,000
Installed Module cost (based on peak
output) $6.25 $4.00
Peak output in Kw 16 25
AC/DC derate factor 77% 77%
Calculated annual output in Kwh 23,134 36,147
Calculated lifetime output 544,943 851,447
Lifetime price per Kwh $0.18 $0.12
Figure 5: Financial analysis assumptions for $100,000 residential solar project
If the installed price of solar follows the trends of the past 30 years to reach a rate of $4
/watt in 2012, the cash flow from a $100,000 residential project would have a net present value of
$42,008 and an internal rate of return of 11.15%, This rate outperforms the Wilshire Index 10
year return, while it should be considered a lower risk investments since solar modules have a
lifetime warranty.
The market and financial analyses presented in this chapter suggest that solar is not only
competitive today with government subsidies, but is actually an under-recognized and potentially
lucrative investment. The financial returns explain why there is a 38% growth in the US, and why
the there is a worldwide shortage in solar cells. (Martinot 2005) In other countries like Germany,
Japan, and increasingly across Europe, financial incentives are making the market for solar power
take off. In other words, it is reasonable to speculate that by 2012, solar investments will be
financially competitive without government subsidies and the industry will continue to grow. For
MOEWD, this means that the City can trust that it is investing job creating an industry that will
probably continue to generate new jobs through the next few decades. The following chapters
suggest that large-scale solar energy deployment may be possible, but still must overcome some
institutional barriers.
Figure 6: Cash flow analysis for similar project in 2012
Year
Initial investment
0 1 2 3
-$100,000
4 5 6 Y7-Y25 Total
-$100,000
MACRS Depreciation
Schedule
Annual Depreciation
Depreciation tax savings
Fed Tax Credit
State tax credit'
State rebate2
Total Deductions and
Rebates
Energy production total
amount of Kwh 3
Energy Cost Savings 4
Maintenance/Repair
Net cash flow
Discounted Cash Flow5
Net Present Value
I1 t l Ra1te of Return
Total Kwh produced
Cost /Kwh
Subsidy
Subsidized cost/ Kwh
34.7% 26.1% 15.7% 11.6% 9.6% 2.3%
$34,700 $17,043 $13,024 $10,089 $8,631 $2,101 $85,590
$29,956$12,145 $5,965 $4,558 $3,531 $3,021 $736
$0 $12,145 $5,965 $4,558 $3,531 $3,021 $736 $29,956
36,147 35,966 35,786 35,608 35,429 35,252 637,288 851,477
$6,253 $6,566 $6,894 $7,239 $7,601 $7,981 $255,923 $298,458
-$500
-$100,000 $18,398 $12,531 $11,453 $10,770 $10,122
-1500 -$2,000
$8,717 $252,923 $224,914
-$100,000 $17,195 $10,945 $9,349 $8,217 $7,217 $5,808 $83,277 $42,008
$42,008
851,477
$0.12
$29,956
$0.08
Assumptions
Residential Building with net metering
Analysis in 2004 dollars
3Energy production based on -.5% production escalation
4Energy Cost Savings based on $0.173/Kwh utility prices and 5% average annual increase of utility prices
5Cash flow discounted at 7%
nerna5.
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a. Solar Power in San Francisco:
Recent History of Renewable Energy Policy
To date, the City of San Francisco's cornerstone accomplishment in solar development is
a 675 Kw project at Moscone Center. This project reflects a common tendency of municipal
governments' solar programs in the United States: a public agency implements a high profile
solar project at a premium over its standard municipal energy prices.7 Its purpose is to
demonstrate the City's commitment to greenhouse gas reductions, despite the fact that it is a
token amount relative to the overall electric load. The Moscone project, however, is intended to
be a part of a larger plan to make solar a more significant position in the regional energy
portfolio.
Meanwhile, San Francisco has passed some of the most bold renewable energy policy in
the US over the past four years, but has yet to accomplish the policy's goals. The City found that
it did not have the appropriate mechanisms to implement some of the key initiatives. Intended to
work in concert with state measures, the City's measures were designed to finance large-scale
solar developments in order to reduce carbon emissions, enable the closure of the city's coal-
burning generation plants, and stimulate the solar industry. To assess the city's level of success at
achieving its renewable energy goals, it is necessary to review the recent history of City
ordinances, departmental programs, bond measures, and mayoral policies that have been
established, and to assess their success. Furthermore, it is also necessary to understand
California's policies, since the City's programs operate within the context of the state regulatory
framework.
Propositions B & H
Proposition B8, popularly known as the $100 million solar bond, was a revenue
generating bond initiative passed by voters in 2001 in order to install $100 million of solar and
other renewable energy. It was intended to finance the largest solar production deployment in the
world, at 50 MW. After several attempts to create an implementation plan, the bond was
determined to be infeasible, due to two obstacles. A revenue bond requires security, a fixed
revenue in order to establish the credit and issue bonds. However, the value of solar electricity
7 While private residential consumers pay electricity rates in the range of $.09 to .12/Kwh, municipalities
and other governmental agencies face rates in the $.03-.04/Kwh range. As solar installations before
subsidies cost S. 16-.18/Kwh, government has a negative investment return on solar. For more details, see
http://www.pge.com/rates/tariffs/
8 For text, see http://www.califormiasolarcenter.org/sfbo nd 2 0 0 1 .html
depends on energy savings in each building, which depends on PG&E's electricity price, which
fluctuates. The financial market could not value a bond in which its revenue depended on the
prices of another entity.
The second obstacle was that the City of San Francisco is legally prohibited from selling
electricity into the market; and it owns a free source of electricity that covers the municipal
energy needs. The City gained exclusive rights to the Hetch Hetchy reservoir and the
hydroelectric power it produces, which provides the municipal government with free electricity.
The terms of ownership were set in 1913 by the Raker Act9, which gave the City these rights
under the contingency that the City "is prohibited from ever selling or letting to any corporation
or individual, except a municipality or a municipal water district or irrigation district" (H.R.
7207), a clause that the City has unsuccessfully tried to contest over the past century. The clause
was set to ensure that the City does not compete with PG&E with an unfair advantage. Hetch
Hetchy produces 400 MW of electricity, while the city's demand is only 120 MW. It sells the
remaining electricity to municipalities in the Central Valley at the reduced municipal rate of 3.5
cents per KwH. Hetch Hetchy's electricity must be transmitted over PG&E's power lines, for
which it must pay $18 million per year. The conditions of the Raker Act have made the City
unable to generate revenues from solar electricity sales, such that all solar power constructed
must be used by the City. This dynamic will be further explained in Chapter 5, when discussing
issues with a solar financing initiative.
Proposition H was also passed in 2001, and can provide other opportunities for the City
to issue revenue bonds to finance future renewable energy projects. This measure changed the
city charter to allow the Board of Supervisors to approve general bonds without voter approval.
Although it has not yet been implemented, the Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) intends to
use this authority to develop City owned projects when it is implemented in late 2006. I will
further describe the CCA in Chapter 4.
Energy Resource Plan
The Energy Resource Plan was adopted by the Board of Supervisors in 2002 to address
the environmental justice issues necessity of reducing the city's two heavily polluting fossil fuel
plants. The plan calls for the closure Hunter's Point power plant and reducing the capacity of the
Potrero Hill plant.'" In order to accomplish this goal, the ERP analyzes the potential energy
sources and makes recommendations on how to the city's future load requirements. The plan
For text, see htt: \ww\Vsrfluselmlordlhetch htchv0 1tm
0 The plant was successfully closed in May 2006.
concludes that 360 MW could be met through energy efficiency, new renewable installation,
distributed generation and cogeneration. 50 MW of solar power is called for by 2012. The plan
makes recommendations for a short and long term implementation, like identifying locations for
solar installations and permitting.
However, the ERP does not thoroughly explore the mechanisms that would be used to
accomplish these goals. The recommendations call for more solar development, but do not offer
suggestions for how such a rapid upscaling of solar power will be managed, financed or operated.
It suggests a list of options for the City to consider:
- "Full ownership, where the City would finance and own the facilities
- Part ownership, where the City would take an equity position and partner with a
developer
- Build-own-operate-transfer agreements, where a developer finances and operates the
facility in return for a power purchase agreement and then transfers ownership of the
facility to the City at the end of the power purchase agreement
* Straight power purchase agreements, where the City signs an agreement to purchase
power and the developer continues to own and operate the system
- Facilitating private activity through permitting, incentives and technical assistance"
(ERP, 2002)
All of these options, except for the last one, require the City to enter into an arrangement
where it must retain the solar electricity for municipal use or sell the electricity to private
customers. As was the issue with Proposition B, Hetch Hetchy provides more electricity than the
City needs for municipal use and the Raker Act agreement prohibits the City from selling it. The
City is currently not capable of generating revenue from any investments it makes in renewable
energy.
Climate Action Plan
Adopted in 2004, the Climate Action Plan sets San Francisco's goals to mitigate the
city's impact on global climate change. It sets a target of reducing greenhouse gas emission 20%
below the 1990 levels by 2012 in order for the city to meet the Kyoto Protocol. 62% of San
Francisco's greenhouse gas emissions come from electricity sources; and new renewable energy
projects are expected to account for 21% of the total emissions to be reduced.
As with the Electricity Resource Plan, the Climate Action Plan does not focus on
developing the mechanism to achieve its goal. It offers two proposed actions: to continue
implementation of the existing Generation Solar Program, and to expand the solar installations on
municipal buildings. These recommendations alone do not provide the generation capacity to
achieve the plan's goal.
Clean Tech Industry Initiative
Coordinated by the Mayor's Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(MOEWD), the Clean Tech Industry Initiative was established in 2005 to attract clean tech
companies to San Francisco and develop the industry cluster in the city. Development of this
industry sector simultaneously accomplishes two goals for the City-job creation and
environmental sustainability.
The Mayor is specifically focused on creating stable, well-paying jobs that do not require
higher education, and accomplishing the environmental goals of ERP and CAP. This report was
commissioned by MOEWD to assess the opportunity to attract the solar industry to San
Francisco, and to identify the steps necessary to achieve these goals. Industry representatives
advised MOEWD that the most important strategy to attract businesses is to generate a major
market demand. If the City can guarantee a large source of demand, the industry will create jobs
in the City to meet it. For this reason, the public/private partnerships in Chapters 4-6 are central
to an economic development strategy.
State of California's Solar Policies
California Solar Initiative
California Solar Initiative (CSI), popularly know as the Million Solar Roofs Initiative, is
a rebate program for photovoltaic and solar thermal projects, based on the German rebate
program model. CSI is an extension of the existing Self-Generation Incentive Program (SGIP),
which provides investment subsidies for solar installations. It will ramp up the budget for
subsidies from a current average annual allocation of $50 million to $2.8 billion for 11 years,
starting in 2007. The program will facilitate the installation of 2600 MW through 2016.
SGIP began in 2003 by providing a $3 /watt subsidy, up to 50% of project cost, but has
recently been reduced to $2.80 /watt. It is funded by the utility companies' rate payers, who are
charged a renewable energy tariff on their electric bill.' The utility companies are required to
administer the rebate program, funded through tariffs on gas and electricity. Since the passage of
the CSI, the current SGIP has become so popular in northern California that the budget has been
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ramped up to $270 million and PG&E is processing applications by lottery.
The success of the SGIP and the promise of CSI can be attributed to the fact that the
rebates make solar projects cost effective. Prior to the subsidies, the cost of solar installations
was too high to be a sound financial investment. The only adopters were environmental
advocates that would pay a significant premium for renewable energy, institutions that installed
solar as a demonstration project, or specialized niche markets. With the California rebate, the
return on investment can be significant enough to compete with other investment opportunities
and provide enough incentive for a building owner to purchase a solar system purely as a
financial investment decision, without even considering environmental concerns, as the sample
financial analysis in the previous section demonstrated.
Response to the program has been so great that the limiting factor has been availability of
funds, which are so short that there is a lottery to receive the rebate. Implementation of CSI will
broaden the capacity to increase the rate of solar developments.
Renewable Portfolio Standard
The Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) requires electricity providers to increase
renewable sources in their energy portfolio by 1% per year until they have attained a portfolio of
20% renewable resources, no later than 201713, as established by SB 1078 (Sher 2002). But
utilities do not need to purchase renewable energy directly. Some regions are far more conducive
to renewable energy than others, for instance, the Great Plains has a major wind capacity and low
cost land, and the southwest has major solar capacity. These regions can produce electricity from
renewable sources more cheaply. However, it is inefficient for electricity produced in the Great
Plains to be directly purchased for the east coast consumption since a significant amount of
electrical energy is lost in the transmission. In order to enable utilities to purchase renewable
energy as cheaply as possible, legislation allows utilities to fulfill their RPS requirement by
purchasing Renewable Energy Credits (REC). The REC is the price difference between the
market rate for electricity and the cost of the renewable source. The premium cost for renewable
" See PG&E Self Generation Incentive Program, http://www.pge.con/selfgen/
2 As of 4/22/06 funding data was available at
httpa~w\Ag com suppliers purchasing/new generator incnti\ve available funding and program statis
tcs.html. As the CSI replaces SGIP, this website may become outdated.
3See text at http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/O 1-02/bill/sen/sb 105 1-
1100/sb 1078 bill 20020912 chaptered.html
energy is unbundled from the market rate of electricity, and is sold separately to a utility.
Essentially, a region can fill its RPS without installing a single wind turbine or solar panel, by
simply purchasing Renewable Energy Credits elsewhere.
The legislation has been successful in increasing the total amount of renewable energy
developed in the United States, but it is criticized for imposing limitations on the growth of the
renewable energy industry. In most states the RPS is rather insignificant, as low as 1-2% over a
20 year period14 . As the RPS becomes the primary driver of demand, it is limiting the growth of
renewable sources to a relatively small fraction of the nation's overall energy portfolio. If the
growth of renewable energy supply outpaces the demand for RECs, prices may drop below the
cost of the solar project, which would generate a loss and make investors loose confidence in the
solar market.
Net Metering
Net metering was established by a series of laws passed, beginning with SB 1656 in 1995
that established grid connection and compensation rules for small scale photovoltaics. Net
metering allows a rooftop photovoltaic system producing excess electricity during the day to
deliver this electricity to the local utility, spinning the utility meter backwards and gaining a
credit at the retail rate, which can be used later when power is needed from the grid.
Implemented on a large scale, this could be a costly requirement for utility companies,
who purchase power at the wholesale rate of $.03 /Kwh. Not only must they purchase power from
the photovoltaic producer at $ .125 /Kwh, but they must also retrofit the distribution infrastructure
to handle an electric load flowing in multiple directions. But the utilities' greatest concern with
net metering is safety during blackouts. When there is a power outage, service people must come
into contact with the power lines to make repairs. If there solar panels or other distributed
generation connected to the grid during the power outage, the power lines could still be live and
electrocute the service workers. Several other bills have been necessary to modify and clarify the
terms of net metering, in order to address the issues that it poses for the utilities. Among these, it
limits the total amount of electricity the IOU must purchase through net metering, and sets the
maximum size of a single grid connected solar installation to 1 MW.
The law also specifies that net metering only applies to photovoltaic systems directly
connected to a consumer. It does not allow an investor to install a large scale solar array
specifically to feed into to the grid at the retail rate, as this would be very costly for the IOU and
" http://www.serconline.org/RPS/stateactivity.html
lucrative for independent investors. An independent photovoltaic power producer must negotiate
a contract with the IOU in which they pay tariffs for putting electricity on the grid.
San Francisco's Emerging Public/Private Partnership Opportunities
While there is an opening market opportunity in the renewable energy sector and political
will to bring renewable energy to large scale in San Francisco, institutional barriers have
prevented previous attempts to realize the city's goals. These barriers revolve around a central
issue: the City lacks the mechanism to install renewable generation because the Raker Act limits
its ability to sell power to private consumers. In 2002, the City tried to overcome this obstacle
through a referendum to establish a municipal electrical utility, to bring the local generation and
transmission under municipal control. PG&E successfully campaigned to defeat the measure.
But the recent policies described in this chapter do establish the foundation for San
Francisco to build the solar industry. The ERP lays the groundwork to require 60 MW of solar to
be installed, and propositions B and H authorize the City to finance large-scale solar development
with municipal bonds. The CAP has establishes the commitment to develop new renewable
energy sources in order reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The City is committing staff and
resources to pursuing economic development in solar and other renewable energy companies.
Also, the state rebates established by CSI make investment in solar cost effective. The market for
renewable energy credits is made possible by the RPS, so that an investor can shed cost
premiums. Net metering enables investor in solar installation to maximize the financial benefits
from these projects, because they enable them to realize the full saving s at a retail rate. The can
predict the level of returns available, instead of only when the electricity produced is less then the
electricity used.
The question remains, however, whether the quantity of new demand that is created by
these policies will be sufficient to drive the market forward and meet demand. While the market
analysis has determined that solar investments are now cost effective, the limitation becomes the
size of the funds available under the state rebate program, the ceiling of 120 MW that the utilities
must reimburse under the net metering program, and the number of renewable energy credits that
can be sold with a 1% annual increase of the renewable portfolio standard. While this report does
not analyze these limitations, it points to further research that must be done to understand the
development potential for the solar industry in California.
It will be through another policy that the City will gain the mechanism to achieve these
goals: Community Choice Aggregation. This state legislation will be described in the following
chapter; it provides the City with the authority to form a partnership with an ESP to purchase
electricity on the behalf of the City's residents, providing the City with the capacity to install and
sell solar power to private customers. The City is currently in the process of implementing this
legislation. It is forming a new agency that will manage this partnership.
The following chapters will examine this program and two other public/private
partnership opportunities to implement large-scale renewable energy projects. While the other
projects are currently only under consideration, they all propose to create new models for
renewable energy development that could make San Francisco a leader in the solar industry, and
ultimately intend to create new models for renewable energy development. These projects, the
CCA in particular, will be central to San Francisco achieving its goals around environmental
justice, global warming and economic development. Until recently these proposals have been
approached as separate to one another, but together they could create leverage to attract the solar
industry to San Francisco. Since the following programs are only proposed and still in the design
phase, it cannot be determined whether they will successfully achieve their objectives. They are
worth considering because they point to what is possible for the renewable energy industry in San
Francisco.
4. Community Choice Aggregation:
Public Power Purchasing
Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) is a municipally managed power purchasing
program. California state legislation, AB 117, authorizes any city government to aggregate the
electric load of residents and businesses to purchase electricity on their behalf. San Francisco is
implementing the CCA for two purposes: to stabilize electricity rates and to build local renewable
power. In order to understand how the CCA works and its value for the renewable energy sector,
it is necessary to consider the issues involved with the existing electricity system that California
deregulation tried to reform.
Before deregulation, an investor owned utility (IOU) like PG&E was a heavily regulated
monopoly that supplied the generation, transmission and distribution of power. The state
legislature restricted the electricity rates in order to maintain reasonable prices in the absence of
competition. Nevertheless, consumer advocate groups considered electricity prices in California
unnecessarily high, while environmental groups were frustrated with the difficulty in increasing
the renewable portfolio in the state. Any changes in electricity service had to be mandated by
acts of the state legislature, which involved lobbying by the IOUs.
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Figure 7: Structure and payment flow of electric industry before deregulation
Deregulation was intended to introduce competition into the power market, in order to
improve service and drive down prices. The IOUs would continue to own and operate the
transmission and distribution, but customers could select independent Energy Service Providers
(ESP) from whom to purchase their electricity. This was the model that was applied in the
deregulation of the telecommunications industry when the courts ordered the break up of the
AT&T monopoly. While a single company operated local calls and the regional infrastructure,
customers could select their long distance carriers. Like telecommunications deregulation,
electricity customers could choose between companies that offered competitive rates or packaged
larger renewable energy portfolios, while PG&E continued to manage the local infrastructure.
Figure 8 illustrates the change in legal entities and cash flows under deregulation. While
PG&E maintained management of the transmission and distribution network, it was required to
divest its power generation facilities. It was permitted to continue providing power purchasing
services for customers, but the market was opened to other ESPs that would purchase power for
their customers. While customers pay the ESP directly for the purchasing service, they pay
PG&E separately for transmission and distribution.
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Figure 8: Intended industrial structure after deregulation
But ESPs were vulnerable in the deregulated environment. Customers needed to opt into
their service, but they did not have the customer data necessary to adequately plan or market to
customers. ESPs had to send customers a separate bill, which was a disincentive for most
customers. These limitations meant that they could not create a large enough customer base to set
competitive prices. Furthermore, the unpredictability of their customer base required that they
purchase a significant percentage of power on the spot market, rather than securing long term
contracts with generators. In the spot market, they purchase power on a daily or hourly basis, so
prices fluctuated based on the availability of supply. During the California energy crisis, the
effect of price shocks on the spot market bankrupted PG&E and drove ESPs out of the power
purchasing market.1 5 Since the energy crisis, ESPs only have the capacity to serve large
commercial and industrial customers. Individual households and small commercial customers did
not offer large enough purchasing power to allow ESPs to compete in the market, because they
could not secure long term contracts.
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Figure 9: Actual industry structure resulting from deregulation
" The PG&E and other investor owned utilities were also exposed to the unpredictability of the spot market,
which left them bankrupt in 2001. With long term contracts securing the majority of the region's demand, major
fluctuations in the spot market will only have a minor impact on the overall cost of power. Purchasing all of the state's
power on an hourly basis created a disaster. The summer of the California energy crisis, Enron forced artificial
constrictions in the supply, causing electricity prices to soar over 1,000%. The State approved an $18 billion bailout of
the company by adding a surcharge to customer bills for the next 20 years.
The result of deregulation created an unintended market structure. The IOUs still
operated as a monopoly; they owned the transmission and distribution lines, managed customer
services, but now had to purchase power on the open market. This has led to restricted market
that has driven up prices. The result left California in a worse position than it was in before
deregulation. The IOUs have now freed themselves from many of the regulations that protected
consumers, but they no longer own the power generation plants to provide the state with its
energy supply. While the reintroduction of long-term contracts has stabilized prices in the short
run, the demand for power is increasing faster than the construction of its supply, so utility rates
are rapidly increasing. Since deregulation in 2001, utility rates have increased over an average of
5% per year, and in 2006 alone, PG&E has increased the rates by 9%, and they are requesting
another rate increase from the state legislature. In 2005, PG&E's residential electricity prices
were $0.125 /Kwh compared to a national average of $.09 /Kwh.
Community Choice Aggregation was seen as an alternative route to introducing
competition into the electricity market. Adopted in the wake of the energy crisis, the legislature
authorized city governments to form CCAs through Assembly Bill 117. The reasoning behind the
CCA is that a public entity can negotiate prices based on the interest of the consumers, rather than
the interests of the stockholder. By accepting competitive bids from ESP's, the city can choose
the power provider that will provide the best prices from the cleanest power sources. With the
CCA, the electricity market would work more like garbage or cable services than telephone
services, where the city contracts with a single provider that must live up to contractual
obligations in order to continue to do business. The structure provides ESPs with the opportunity
to compete in the market because the aggregation of the city customers provides a large and
stable enough customer base to offer competitive prices with the utility company.
In the structure of the CCA, customers are automatically enrolled in the CCA, but can opt
out and remain with PG&E. The IOUs are required to provide all customer data to the CCA so
that it can prepare to enter the market. The CCA, a governmental entity, contracts an ESP to
implement the program. The ESP is responsible for purchasing electricity at the lowest price, and
managing the construction of renewable energy supply. PG&E continues to manage transmission
and distribution, and provide customer service like meter readings, home servicing, and billing.
The customers pay a single bill to PG&E, and the utility makes the payment for power purchasing
to the ESP.
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Figure 10: Intended structure of CCA
Cities around the state have conducted feasibility studies; 11 of 13 studies that have been
completed show an average benefit of 5% generation cost savings through 2024. A feasibility
study conducted by R.W. Beck found the best case scenario for San Francisco would save the rate
payers in the city ranging from an NPV of $750 million to $1.47 billion, using a 20 year time
horizon. The CCA has already been successfully implemented in certain municipalities in
Massachusetts and Ohio, but with different goals than in San Francisco. 16 However, the other
states only used the CCA to lower prices through the competitive bid process and did not seek to
increase the renewable energy portfolio.
As of March 2006, the CCA implementation plan was approved by the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors and the City is in the process of forming a new department to manage the
program. By July 2006, the SF CCA will be an operational program with a staff and budget, and
is planned to be fully operational in 2007. Other California cities have been responsive to AB
117 as well; 30 cities have expressed an intention to form a CCA to date. San Francisco is taking
the lead as the first city to implement the program, while other cities watch to learn from its
experiences.
16 Called Municipal Electric Aggregation, the Massachusetts program is available at
http://wwwv mass.g~ov/doer. pub info;/aggc-iuid pdf, and the Ohio program athttp://www.naturatgas-
electric.com/aggregation asp
Opportunities for Solar Development
Renewable energy will be an essential component to the design of the CCA: The RFP
will require the ESP to meet a 51% renewable portfolio standard. The system will incorporate 360
MW into the city's energy portfolio through distributed generation, load reduction, and wind
energy imports. The plan includes at least 30 MW of solar power, but may increase as financially
feasible. This section will discuss how the CCA plans to generate the largest single solar energy
deployment in the United States and one of the largest in the world.
At first glance, a cost competitive power purchasing plan with a 51% RPS may seem
financially infeasible, since renewable energy is more costly than fossil fuel sources. An opinion
was stated, "The CCA is making contradictory promises, that it will provide a 50% renewable
portfolio standard and lower prices, which is impossible."17 But there are a number of strategies
that employed together can create a cost effective portfolio.
For one, when comparing point of use, the array of state and federal subsidies currently
make solar power less costly than fossil fuel consumption, as was described in Chapter 2. While
many of these subsides are tax credits that a municipal agency cannot take advantage of, there are
private firms that can finance these projects and contract with the CCA, which will be discussed
in the next chapter. Secondly, CCA ownership of solar and wind assets has the long term
advantage. While fuel prices continue to increase, these asset will be paid off in 10 to 15 years
and provide a free, no-fuel component in its permanent electricity portfolio. (Local Power 2005)
Thirdly, wind and solar are low risk investment. Most bond funded public works projects cannot
generate revenue until the single major project is completed, which often involves major delays
and cost overruns. A solar or wind project is relatively simple from an engineering and
construction perspective, and all parts that have been installed can immediately generate revenue,
even if other parts of the project are delayed.
Fourth, renewable sources can be financed through the sales of renewable energy credits
and green pricing programs. As described in chapter 3, RECs unbundle the cost premium of the
renewable energy from the market price, to sell on the market as a credit. With a state mandated
RPS in effect, IOUs are required to invest in renewable energy or to purchase RECs.
Furthermore, green pricing programs offer customers the option to purchase an energy package
" Confidential source, March 28, 2006.
composed of a higher percentage of renewable sources.18 This therefore enables environmentally
minded customers to pay a premium to purchase renewable energy credits.
Finally, renewable power generation will only be a fraction of the renewable portfolio.
Another major source of cost saving will come from measures to remove 14.5% from the city's
load through distributed generation and energy efficiency. Energy efficiency-technical
improvements to systems that reduce total energy use-is the single most cost effective strategy
to meet energy load requirements and is the business specialty of ESPs. The CCA can use a
comprehensive load reduction strategy as a source of revenue, especially by focusing on
reductions at peak periods when wholesale energy prices are highest. Solar power produces
electricity at periods of peak demand, decreases the amount of electricity purchased at the highest
prices. IOUs do not tend to use demand management as a revenue strategy because it conflicts
with their other sources of revenue in power generation.
The implementation of the CCA will accomplish the goals of all the previous renewable
energy policies. It would meet the greenhouse gas emission reductions that were set in the
Climate Action Plan. Electric generation in the city produces 25% of the total greenhouse gas
emissions, but unlike automobiles, it is an area that the City government can effect. The CCA will
provide sufficient generation capacity to close the Hunter's Point generation plant and reduce
production at the Potrero Plant, meeting the goals of the Electricity Resource Plan. It would also
facilitate the construction of at least $100 million in solar generation, and will provide the
capacity to generate revenue through it.
Addressing the Challenges
While this report does not assess the overall feasibility of the CCA, it is necessary to
consider the challenges, since the program's success is central to the rest of the City's renewable
energy goals. The challenges revolve around a central issue: the CCA aims to compete and
displace PG&E in the power purchasing market. It is logical to assume that PG&E would act to
undermine the program's success. Under AB 117, the utilities are required to fully cooperate
with cities that wish to form a CCA, and PG&E has stated that it is in fact willing to cooperate
because power purchasing is not a significant source of profits and growth for the company.
However, as a private company that protects its strategy and intentions, San Francisco cannot
' Since electricity enters the grid where all sources are commingled, the electricity purchased does not
come directly from the renewable source. Instead, the customer pays the premium to for the electricity
generated on their behalf to come from renewable sources.
9 Wile the cost and revenue structure are too complex to describe in this report, more information can be
found at htp: ww aescoor/
assume that it will not try to outcompete the program. It is impossible to know PG&E's intentions
and strategies because some of its actions have contradicted this statement in 2005. Interview
sources stated that the company tried to block the CCA feasibility studies in 2005, and took other
actions that suggest competitive intentions20. It is known that they are securing new long-term
electricity procurement contracts, 2200 MW of new generation by 2012 that may be unnecessary
if 30 cities implement CCAs. There are varying opinions regarding the IOU's intent in the
deregulated market.
There are also reasons to believe that PG&E is willingly downsizing its power purchasing
operations, particularly if the city will require distributed generation like solar. Reductions in
demand will reduce their costly infrastructure obligations of transmission and distribution, which
will improve the company's credit rating and lower their capital costs. (Implementation Plan
Local Power) For instance, the CCA's distributed generation could shave 14.5% off of the peak
load. Removing load from the power lines forestalls PG&E's need to construct new lines, which
could be more profitable that its own power procurement business.
The CCA has the capacity to compete with PG&E because the utility charges a premium
on power purchasing of at least $.02 /Kwh. Though not large, it is a wide enough margin to
enable a competitor to outprice the utility. Furthermore, interview sources suggest that the
bidding ESP will be a major company, such as BP or Commerce Energy, with the existing
infrastructure and economy of scale to be competitive with PG&E. This is a major contract that
will require an entity that can underwrite $5 billion, with $1.2 billion in risk and $3.9 billion in
working capital. The ESP will bear the risk of the program's success.
Another challenge the CCA will face as a competitor to the utility is to secure the large
customers. It has been agreed among the consultants and advocates that the major downtown
buildings are critical participants in the CCA in order to achieve the economy of scale to remain
competitive with PG&E. However, an anonymous source suggested that the downtown building
owners have concerns about the feasibility of CCA and intend to stay with PG&E. In the early
phase of the CCA planning, advocacy for the program took an ideological approach, focusing on
the renewable energy component. This made certain business leaders skeptical that the program
can provide reliable electricity at the same price as PG&E. However, the Community Choice
Task Force ceased promoting the program and is intentionally waiting to approach the business
community until the program has completed the RFP process and selected a marketing team. The
CCA will allow the ESP to approach its largest customers as a private company offering a new,
professional product. It must offer a value proposition that meets or beats the price of power
20 Confidential source, March 2, 2006.
from PG&E and is sold on financial merits. Since analysts have concluded that achieving a
certain adoption rate from large customers is essential to the CCA's success, the vulnerabilities
must be acknowledged.
If the CCA succeeds, it will be the vehicle that will allow the City to invest $200 million
in solar assets to sell to the private market. It would be the first program of its kind, one that
provides the institutional structure for a city to contract with renewable energy producers and
demand side management companies. It will allow regions with investor owned utilities to
overcome the institutional barriers that limit these firms from adopting cost effective load
reduction measures that are more common with municipally owned utilities. The CCA will
allow San Francisco to also overcome the barriers created by Raker Act, and enable the City to
generate revenue from municipal solar investment. Furthermore, the CCA will introduce
competition into the energy market by aggregating a large enough pool of customers to offer
competitive rates to PG&E.
Therefore, it is important for the Mayor's Office to use whatever leverage it has to create
acceptable solutions for PG&E and to help secure large customers and companies that are
contracted by the CCA. The CCA may be a risky venture, but it is the City's single opportunity
to realize its goals with renewable energy. While this report does not consider what role the
Mayor's Office can play in addressing these challenges, it suggests that these issues should
further be examined.
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5. San Francisco Solar Financing Initiative:
Private Financing
The San Francisco Community Solar Initiative (SFCSI) is a public/private partnership
proposal introduced by the private firm, Renewable Ventures to the City of San Francisco in
2005. Offered as a strategy to implement the $100 Million Solar Bond Initiative, the program
intends to finance large scale solar development through private capital markets. Renewable
Ventures (RV) proposes to manage the installation of 60 MW of solar power on municipal,
commercial and residential buildings. To put the project scale in perspective, the market value of
60 MW is $315 million, and twice as much as proposed by the CCA. It would be one of the
largest single solar initiatives in the world to date. It is the equivalent of 88 installations at
Moscone Center, which is 675 Kw.
RV would coordinate all aspects of the project management: financing, purchasing,
installation and maintenance. The company will own the assets for six years and charge the City a
set rate that is comparable to PG&E. During this period, the firm will liquidate the tax incentives
that the City cannot use, since it does not pay taxes. When the tax incentives are liquidated at the
end of year 6, the monetary value of the solar installations will have depreciated by 66%, but their
productive life will have only depreciated by 16%. At this point, the City may choose to
purchase the solar installations from RV at 33% of the original price, or they may continue to
simply purchase the electricity at a further discounted rate from Renewable Ventures. RV is
indifferent as to whether the solar installations are purchased or they continue to manage them;
the contract price of the electricity over the lifetime of the solar panel is set to equal the purchase
price of the installations.
According to the proposal, a 60 MW contract would have a total cost of the project of
approximately $315 million, which would be capitalized by the private markets. At the point of
full depreciation, Renewable Ventures will sell the solar assets to the City at their depreciated
value, approximately $100 million. If the City were to finance the construction of 30 MW solar
installations through municipal bonds, as it plans to do for the CCA, it is estimated to cost
approximately $200-275 million.2 2 However, if it were to purchase the depreciated solar
installations from RV at the end of year 6 through municipal bonds, it could purchase 60 MW for
$100 million. The additional costs include the electricity purchased directly from RV for the first
Renewable Ventures estimates, 2005
Local Power Estimates, SFCCA Implementation Plan
6 years, approximately $535,000/ year2 and 6 years of physical depreciation of the assets.
Financial value of private financing
The reason that a private firm can provide solar financing at such a reduced rate is that it
can monetize tax incentives that would not apply to a public entity like the City. As the financial
analysis of the subsidized rate described in Chapter 2, up to 85% of the price of solar projects can
be recovered through state and federal programs. RV is one of many firms that has approached
the City with this type of financing plan. What makes this solar financing plan unique is the scale
of the project; the firm has the financial resources to roll out the entire quantity of solar power
required by the CCA plan as a single initiative, and the City would only need to work with a
single entity for its entire solar needs. This simplifies the project management on the part of the
City. When privately financed, the project qualifies for tax credits and deductions equivalent to
40% of the total price that governmental entities cannot take advantage of.
The financial analysis from Chapter 2 will help illustrate this point by comparing the
$100,000 residential project to a similar project that is municipally financed. While the analysis is
a hypothetical model for a non-revenue generating structure, it demonstrates the value that can be
added by private financing. If the city were to finance a project through bonds, it would not be
able to take advantage of the federal and state tax credits. Even if the city were to qualify for the
CA rebate24 , its total subsidized cost for power generation would be $ .10 /Kwh, while a privately
financed project would cost $ .02 /Kwh. The total subsidy of the project would be nearly half the
amount available to a private investor, at $44,000.
This financial analysis does not represent a project designed by RV, rather it illustrates
the potential value that could be provided by private financing. It suggests that alternative
financing options should be explored. By first developing the project with private funds and
monetizing the tax incentives, the firm can allow the City to purchase the assets at a reduced cost.
3 Based on an average purchase rate of $. 125 /Kwh, production escalation rate of -0.5%
-4 It has not been determined whether any CCA project will qualify for the California rebates, since they are
funded by IOU ratepayers.
Figure 10: Cash flow analysis for municipally financed 16 Kw residential project
Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Y7-Y25 Total
Initial investment -$100,000
State rebate2  $44,800
Total Deductions and
Rebates $44,800 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $44,800
Energy production total
amount of Kwh3  23,134 23,018 22,903 22,789 22,675 22,561 407,863 544,943
Energy Cost Savin 4  $2,892 $3,036 $3,188 $3,348 $3,515 $3,691 $118,345 138,015
Maintenance/Repair -$500 -$1,500 (2,000)
Net cash flow -$55,200 $2,892 $3,036 $3,188 $3,348 $3,015 $3,691 $116,845 136,015
Discounted Cash Flow5  -$55,200 $2,703 $2,652 $2,602 $2,554 $2,150 $2,459 $38,334 53,453
Net Present Value -$1,747
Internal Rate of Return 6.72%
Total Kwh produced 544,943
Cost /Kwh $0.18
Subsidy $44,800
Subsidized cost/ Kwh $0.10
Assumptions
Residential Building without net metering
'State tax liability necessary to apply
2State Rebate based on $2.80 per watt
'Energy production based on -.5% production escalation
4Energy Cost Savings based on $0.125/Kwh utility prices and 3% average annual increase of utility prices
'Cash flow discounted at 7%
Another factor that will minimize costs is bundling of subcontracts to achieve economies
of scale. The coordination of each individual project is a significant cost for solar installation
contractors. With this scale, RV would have the capacity to break down contracts horizontally to
simplify the work for the contractors, bundle the projects into a single contract with similar
building and project types, and to lower the costs for the contractors. The final cost reduction
factor will be to sell RECs to recover any remaining cost premium, like the CCA.
Addressing the institutional barriers
The San Francisco Community Solar Initiative was originally proposed to San Francisco
Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC), to whom they would sell power and ultimately the solar
assets. When it was proposed in 2005, RV did not consider a potential partnership with the
CCA, since the program was still in the planning stages. The program was designed meet the
goals of the $100 million solar bond. From the position of SFPUC, it is financially impossible for
the City to purchase 60 MW of solar capacity for its own use or to sell to private customers for
similar reasons that the bond measure was infeasible. The Raker Act provided the municipal
government with a 400 MW hydroelectric generation plant, with which they could only sell to
other public entities. In essence, the City has more free power than it knows what to do with.
SFPUC is legally permitted to sell the solar electricity to private customers, but PG&E charges
substantial fees to transfer the electricity across its power lines. The department could not find a
legally viable method to use or sell solar electricity without incurring a financial loss.
San Francisco International Airport (SFO) serves as the prime example of the dilemma.
The airport's massive roof area and high energy use makes it an ideal site for a major PV project.
But since it is under municipal jurisdiction, it qualifies for the city's low cost Hetch Hetchy
power, at $.03 /Kwh. If the City were to partner with Renewable Ventures to finance a solar
project at SFO, it would need to purchase the power at rate of $.11-$.16 /Kwh. 25 The power that
is no longer selling to SFO still must be sold at $ .03 /Kwh to another government entity, so
SFPUC would incur a major loss from the solar purchase. RV could potentially rent the roof
space on top of SFO and sell the electricity to other consumers, but PG&E would set a tariff rate
for the power to be transmitted on its power lines, which would increase the overall cost to a
point that would make the project prohibitively expensive.
Since their original proposal to SFPUC, RV has revised its program in order to propose a
public/private partnership with the CCA. Once the CCA is the power purchaser it will be able to
purchase power from any private or city owned asset. Independent renewable power producers
will not need to negotiate independent transmission tariffs with PG&E, because they will be
negotiated as a whole by the CCA. Costs associated with local net metering will be distributed in
PG&E's transmission/ distribution fees, and individual projects will not need to bear the entire
cost of upgrading the distribution infrastructure to handle net metering.
Although Renewable Venture's private financing initiative is one of many renewable
energy financing proposals, and has not been accepted to date, it serves as an important example
of a particular form of public/private partnership that could help San Francisco maximize the
scale of its solar development. It is important to consider because it demonstrates that different
financing packages might offer vastly different quantities of solar power for the same price. RV's
proposal also illustrates the opportunities that the City has not been able to take advantage of
because it does not have the ability to purchase and sell solar electricity without the CCA.
2 The contracted rate that RV could offer has yet to be negotiated, depending on the ultimate project costs
Renewable Ventures offered a further benefit to the City: it could use the RFP process to
attract a solar manufacturer or other contractors to locate in San Francisco. Contracts of this scale
could include economic development components. The terms of this should be further explored.
There are benefits and challenges that will be discussed in the economic development chapter.
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6. Hunters Point Shipyard Redevelopment:
Clean technology center for San Francisco
The Hunter's Point shipyard redevelopment represents the most significant land
opportunity to install large scale, cost effective solar projects, as well as to develop the clean
technology industry cluster. As China Basin has been successfully designed as a center for the
biotechnology cluster, Hunter's Point has been identified as an excellent site for clean
technology, being unoccupied and zoned for commercial/industrial. The naval shipyard at
Hunter's Point is a 503 acre Superfund site that is in the process of being remediated by the Navy
and turned over to the City of San Francisco. The City has entered a partnership with Lennar
Corporation to redevelop the site. The development will include housing, commercial and light
industrial properties. Lennar and the City are currently conducting studies to assess the feasibility
of designing Hunter's Point to attract the clean technology cluster.
The Hunter's Point shipyard is one of two naval bases in San Francisco being returned to
the city to convert to public use. The shipyard and Treasure Island represent the largest tracts of
land that have opened for development in San Francisco in several decades. The City and Lennar
have agreed to redevelop both sites as models of sustainability, incorporating not only renewable
energy and green building technologies, but also demonstration sites for organic agriculture and
other sustainable projects. The contexts of these two redevelopment projects, however, are vastly
different. Treasure Island is in the middle of the San Francisco Bay, with 360 degree view of the
bay and some of the most ideal real estate in the country. Meanwhile, Hunter's Point is a highly
toxic, radioactive Superfund site that is located in the lowest income, most isolated and industrial
part of the city. Whereas sustainability will be used at Treasure Island to attract visitors and
tourists, the developers have an interest in making Hunter's Point a green development in order to
overcome its negative image.
The first phase is under development with construction of housing on Parcel A. Formally
Navy barracks, the 75 acre parcel had minimal contamination issues and has already been
transferred to the City. This phase presents the opportunity for incorporation of solar modules
into new housing developments, the most cost effective way to construct solar installations. The
City is negotiating with Lennar to maximize the amount of solar electricity installed and build the
houses to the highest LEED standards possible.26
' LEED is a certification program for green building, see http://www.usgbc.org/LEED
Phase 2 and subsequent phases are still in the planning process. The other parcels will be
zoned for commercial/industrial in order to bring businesses and jobs to the area. The Mayor's
Office and Lennar are currently considering what commercial/ industrial activities will be viable
and economically beneficial. The City has met with a number of companies that are interested in
locating in Hunter's Point, including a disassembly plant for high technology recycling, a tidal
energy company, and a solar manufacturing plant, but the City faces some challenges in realizing
this goal. The Hunter's Point shipyard is so heavily contaminated that only Parcel A has been
turned over to the City for redevelopment, while several other parcels still do not have scheduled
dates for completion. Without a schedule, it is difficult to plan for industry attraction, since it may
be more than a decade before redevelopment of these parcels can begin.
Source: San Francisco Redevelopment Agency
Figure 12: Site map of the Hunter's Point Shipyard
The most complicated factor in this partnership is the community controversy about who
the redevelopment intends to serve. The Bayview/Hunter's Point residents have expressed
outrage that the City has neglected their neighborhood for decades, and feel that the new
development aims to displace them. Residents of the neighborhood have elevated rates of asthma
and other environmentally related illnesses, which are suspected to be caused by the toxic
contamination of the Shipyard. Over the last few decades, low income people have been
displaced from most of San Francisco, and Hunter's Point is one of the few remaining affordable
neighborhoods in the city. The Hunter's Point community fears that the redevelopment will be
designed to serve a more affluent population and will drive them out of San Francisco. There are
concerns that the solar installations could be perceived as a sign that the housing is intended for
people with more disposable income because it will increase the housing cost. Developing the
shipyard as a beacon of sustainability where homebuyers will pay a premium to be green, and
protecting the neighborhood as a low income tract can be seen as conflicting goals. It
demonstrates how the planning process for Hunter's Point is a complex balance between social
justice and environmental sustainability.
Opportunities for Solar Development
As Lennar evaluates the feasibility of solar development at Hunter's Point, they have
expressed some skepticism that it will be cost effective, particularly considering the other
community demands on the project. Their study was inconclusive about whether Lennar could
pass on the cost of the solar installation in the total price of the house, because they were unsure
about whether homebuyers would value the solar panels." Their evaluation is based on common
assumptions: the building should consume all the electricity it produces, the capital costs of the
solar infrastructure will be included in the price of the houses, and the value of the solar panels is
only equal to the perceived value of the home buyer. While the option for solar installation is still
under consideration, the developer is not willing to commit to the solar installations at present
time.
Lennar signed an MOU with the City agreeing to install solar if it is financially feasible,
but it is an agreement that is too weak to hold the developer accountable. Lennar is unsure
whether real estate buyers will value the premium paid for LEED standards and renewable energy
installations in this neighborhood. Considering the social, environmental and economic issues in
the neighborhood, there are already a lot of demands on this redevelopment, and some
stakeholders are concerned that the renewable energy component will be set aside.
However, building partnerships with the previous two projects would alter the equation.
MOEWD proposed that Lennar partner with Renewable Ventures to own and manage the solar
installations and other energy efficiency equipment. The proposal would finance the renewable
energy component while freeing Lennar from the added costs of solar. RV would independently
bill the building owners at competitive electricity rates. Furthermore if RV sold the electricity
into the general electricity market through the CCA, the development could carry a larger solar
27 Confidential source, April 4, 2006.
load than is used by the developments. These two projects may make it possible to change the
assumptions of the solar feasibility: under these proposed public/private partnerships, Lennar
would not assume increased construction costs, net electricity could be sold to other customers,
and homebuyers would not need to pay the real estate premium for solar installations.
Developing the clean technology cluster
Lennar and the City are working together to identify the viable business opportunities for
the redevelopment of the commercial and industrial zones. Although certain solar manufacturing
and other renewable energy companies have expressed an interest in locating in Hunter's Point,
the long timetable of the environmental remediation makes it difficult to set a schedule for site
purchasing and for the companies to evaluate land costs. There are many concerns that the cost of
real estate in San Francisco is too high for manufacturing or industrial activities that require a lot
of space.
Lennar commissioned an economic development feasibility study of clean technology
industries in the spring of 2006. Although the study is not publicly available, an anonymous
source stated that the study was not conclusive that there would be sufficient draw from the clean
technology industries. While the study considered clean technology R&D activities to be an ideal
match for San Francisco due to the city's draw for the highly educated workforce, it concluded
that there were sufficient research facilities currently available in the city. It also concluded that
there was not significant consumer demand in San Francisco to justify the high real estate costs
for manufacturing or installation based companies.
However, the economic feasibility study did not consider the impact the CCA would have
on demand in San Francisco. It drew conclusions based on the existing demand, unaware that 30-
60 MW of solar were planned to be installed in the next four years. When asked whether this
level of guaranteed demand would change the opportunity to attract solar manufacturing to San
Francisco, an economic development analyst involved with the project agreed that it could. The
analyst also acknowledged that there were several clean technology companies that have
approached the City because they would like to locate in Hunter's Point. What makes the clean
technology sector complicated to evaluate is that the technologies are just emerging, so many do
not fit in defined product classes, and cannot be quantified by existing demand. The range and
variety of new technologies that are just reaching the market make traditional economic
development analysis ineffective at evaluating the true economic development opportunity.
To date, neither the terms of solar installations nor solar industry attraction have been
determined. Lennar and the City are conducting feasibility studies to consider what the market
can bear. The Hunter's Point redevelopment must balance many needs, most of all, to create a
zone that will serve the low income community while remaining profitable. The question that
MOEWD seeks to answer is whether the Hunter's Point Redevelopment can address both the
community needs and provide the support mechanisms to accommodate the solar and other clean
technology industries. While this study is unable to draw conclusions regarding this question, it
suggests that the collaboration with the CCA and Renewable Ventures is a mechanism to make
solar development feasible.
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7. Economic Development of the Solar Industry
For solar energy to capture enough market share to impact fossil fuel dependence, the
economic strategy will require a holistic approach that addresses both demand and supply side
mechanisms. Developing the solar industry is prototypical form of sustainable development,
where economic growth and sustainability are codependent goals. It offers a unique potential as
well as a particular set of challenges. Creating an environment where the solar industry can thrive
will not only accomplish the installation of 30-60 MW of power in San Francisco or simply
generate the number of jobs emerging from that demand, but will also enable solar power to
become increasingly competitive and accessible to households across the US. However,
sustainable development poses a fundamental challenge in trying to balance multiple goals of
environmental sustainability, job creation, and financial returns, which may come into conflict
with one another. Therefore, these challenges must be carefully considered as San Francisco sets
its agenda for the Clean Tech Industry Initiative.
San Francisco has relatively unique economic development. The city has just recently
recovered from the dot com boom and bust, and while it has a thriving economy, skyrocketing
property values have left the city's lower skilled residents with few opportunities and high cost of
living. In the last 15 years, the city lost approximately 75% percent of its manufacturing jobs due
to soaring real estate values and the pressure to move manufacturing off shores,28 which has
generated massive unemployment among the city's lowest income residents. The Mayor's goals
for economic development prioritize the attraction of industries that can provide well paying jobs
for people with less education and specialized skills, in order to reach the residents with the
greatest needs. For this reason, the Mayor wants to focus on industries that create more jobs at
the trades and non-technical skill levels, rather than creating another high tech boom.
This report does not determine what business activities would be feasible for the solar
industry to locate in San Francisco, so I cannot make any definitive conclusions about what
specific types of companies the City should try to attract. MOEWD has commissioned an
economic development study to identify the industries that would be most viable in San
Francisco. What this chapter provides is an analysis of the kinds of jobs that would be directly
generated from the level of guaranteed demand that the CCA and related public/private
partnerships will offer. It will then provide an evaluation of the best strategies to effectively
achieve the City's goals.
28 From interview
Requirements of the Solar Industry
For the City of San Francisco, the clean technology cluster needs to generate quality jobs
for residents that do not have advanced degrees in order to be an attractive economic goal. In
order to assess the value of the solar industry from an economic development perspective, it is
necessary to break down the job growth potential of the activities along the supply chain. The
lowest levels of the supply chain-silicon purification, materials and solar cell manufacturing
would not be considered viable activities for San Francisco since they are heavy industries that
are land and energy intensive. Solar cells are also considered too capital resource intensive to be
located in regions with high real estate values. Solar module manufacturing, where the solar cell
is enclosed in glass and frame with wiring, is the first activity level where it is useful for the
producer to be located near the consumer demand, making it potentially viable in a market with
higher real estate values. Project design, installation and service tend to be locally based
activities since they require site management and interaction with the end use client, which makes
the activities at the end of the supply chain most viable economic development opportunities.
PV Supply Chain Costs
Total nstaflat on Price $7.43
Silicon $ .48
Wafers!S .67
Ces$ 1.15
Modules $ 1.28
Invorters S .48
Other Componentg $ .47
Installation S i 45
Other Services S 1.4
Price per watt
Source: CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets
Figure 13: Breakdown of supply chain costs for solar installations
The value added in module manufacturing and installation is $1.28 per watt and $1.45
respectively, relatively high due to the labor requirements involved. Services constituted $1.45
per watt as well, suggesting that San Francisco could capture a significant percentage of the total
value generated by solar installation sales. The supply chain breakdown suggests that there is a
significant value added at the end of the chain, where San Francisco may be able to capture jobs.
Although this suggests that there may be an economic development opportunity, it should not be
assumed that the City could capture the entirety of these levels of operation.
Projected Job Growth
In order to evaluate the significance of coming renewable energy opportunities, it is
necessary to understand the number of jobs that would be directly created by the CCA's
renewable energy portfolio. The following table projects the job growth that would be generated
from the deployment of 30 MW, based on the REPP study.29 It isolates the activities that could be
potentially performed in San Francisco to create a comparison of professional versus non-
professional jobs and manufacturing jobs versus installation and servicing. By aggregating
activities by education level and separating services from manufacturing, we can determine the
number of certain types of jobs that might be created by purchasing 30 MW of solar over a 5 year
period. It demonstrates the value of attracting the manufacturers to San Francisco.
Person years Professional, Non Total
required for 60 MW Technical & Technical & Jobs
Demand Management Trades
Manufacturing
Activities 61 282 69
Project
Implementation 274 204 96
Total Person Years 335 486 1644
Total Jobs 67 97 164
Figure 14: Projected job growth by category
Non-professional labor jobs outnumber professional and technical jobs by nearly a 5 to I
ratio in manufacturing, while the high skilled jobs are roughly equal to labor jobs in project
implementation. Some activities, such as systems integration and servicing, rely almost entirely
on a highly skilled labor force. While this only calculates the jobs created in the supply chain that
might be located in San Francisco, it cannot be assumed that all of these jobs would be
necessarily located there. It will require active economic development assistance, since even the
29 Data excerpted for job analysis on REPP job study (Singh 2001) is illustrated in Appendix A, but omits
raw materials solar cell production, and other supply chain activities that would not be viable in San
Francisco. The methodology for the REPP study is based on surveys. Other job studies exist, including
Greenpeace (2001), Apollo Alliance (2004), and CALPIRG (2002), but only the REPP study separated job
growth by industry activity.
installation and servicing companies could locate their companies elsewhere in the Bay Area
while serving San Francisco.
The job growth analysis presented in this chapter finds that while the direct impact of the
guaranteed demand 30-60 MW is worthwhile, it is not on a scale that will solve San Francisco's
trades job shortage. The CCA's portfolio requirements could generate 100-164 jobs with 40-60%
in trades and non-technical skills levels, depending on whether the City could attract a solar
module manufacturer, but there is no guarantee that these jobs would go to the San Francisco
residents who most need them. If Renewable Ventures is able to deliver 60 MW of solar power at
the rates as they claim, it would double the job potential to 200-330. The City may require that
the company that fulfills the CCA contract locate operations in San Francisco and offer a certain
percentage of the jobs to San Francisco low income residents, but these concessions may so
hobble the company that it will not be competitive in the market beyond the government contract.
These are the kinds of terms in which the City must balance the goals of environmental
sustainability, job creation, and market growth. The City will need to determine its priorities, and
consider how it can support economic development in a way that will both benefit the industry
and benefit the City in terms of job growth. Therefore, it may be more important to understand
the impacts of these public/private partnerships less in terms of direct job growth from attracting
manufacturing and more in terms of attracting entrepreneurial activity.
The renewable energy development that will be generated from the CCA could position
San Francisco as a leader in this sector. If these programs succeed, they will set models for other
cities to follow, while demonstrating that this municipal government is capable of overcoming
institutional and market barriers that have inhibited renewable energy for decades. These
programs are attempting to accomplish that which is assumed to be economically impossible: the
CCA intends to provide a reliable service with a high renewable energy portfolio at a price
competitive with standard sources. Renewable Ventures is attempting to finance, own, and sell
electricity from a large scale of solar assets at a price comparable with retail electricity prices.
And the City is attempting to make the Hunter's Point development both environmentally
sustainable and affordable to low income residents. Are these objectives possible? The
developers of these projects have designed a business strategy with a preliminary financial that
projects its feasibility. The skeptics of these projects do not understand the viability of solar
power and these innovative applications because they do not recognize the economic value of
electric load reduction, both to the system and to the individual consumer.
A standard method that economic development practitioners use to attract industry is to
offer government contracts in exchange for the location of operations within their region. While
this may have a positive job impact, it should be considered within the context of promoting
strategies that will best serve the industry. For instance, this municipal demand model has been a
successful economic development tool in Chicago, which has implemented the largest solar
initiative in the US to date. With a $5 million commitment, the City of Chicago has installed 2
MW. The contract enabled the City to attract Spire Solar to locate a manufacturing facility in
Chicago. However, the company has struggled to remain competitive, as the City's municipal
energy manager stated that Spire's sales have come to depend on its contracts with the City"0 .
Meanwhile, the CCA and its related public/private partnerships will generate a broader
range of renewable energy business development that is more difficult to project and quantify.
With a goal of installing 360 MW of renewable power in the local area, the 60 MW of solar will
only be a small percentage of the total job growth that renewable energy can contribute to the
City. The CCA's primary value is that it will break through the institutional barriers created by
investor owned utilities that profit from load growth, so that it can take advantage of already
existing market opportunities in load reduction. The CCA is able to be the purchaser of multiple
forms of distributed generation, including solar power, for the companies that can take advantage
of the market opportunity. This means that certain renewable energy companies would want to
locate in San Francisco in order to take advantage of the new demand. Furthermore,
accomplishing these precedent setting models will enhance the perception that San Francisco is a
global leader in clean tech innovation, which could encourage entrepreneurs to locate new
ventures here in order to be where the major innovation is occurring.
A more entrepreneurship driven economic development strategy certainly feels more
unpredictable in its potential impacts, which may make the Mayor's Office uncomfortable. The
last thing that the San Francisco needs is another high tech explosion that attracts highly paid
young workers to city and further drives up property values. However, clean technology has key
differences in the character of is products, its market and its infrastructural requirements.
Whereas internet technology lacks a physical product and only requires a workforce of highly
skilled programmers and office space, clean technology requires a labor force to construct, install,
maintain and provide service for real infrastructure, with not just solar panels but energy
efficiency retrofits. Load reduction is a physical operation that will require a large number of
service workers.
Furthermore, the capital demands of clean technology do not lend themselves to the
irrational exuberance of venture capital investment that was seen during the dot com boom. A few
million dollars in venture capital could set up a group of young people to sell anything on the
* From interview, August 2, 2005
internet, that when sold in an IPO, made San Francisco flush with cash from what turned out to be
essentially a pyramid scheme. This is not so likely to happen with clean technology, which
requires costly capital investments in lab equipment and the development of physical products or
services. This should generate a far more sober and deliberate venture capital investment
environment.
The City may best be able to take advantage of the economic development benefits if it
provides the intermediary institutions that will help clean technology start-ups take off, rather
than focusing on leveraging existing companies to relocate operations. There is far greater job
potential in high growth companies that are flourishing than in manufacturers that have been tied
down by contract obligations. This is not to say that solar module construction companies will not
or should not locate in San Francisco, in fact a highly successful Bay Area based company has
expressed an interest in relocating to Hunter's Point since it is growing out of its existing facility.
The important point is that San Francisco, the Bay Area, and California as a whole, will do far
better in terms of economic development if the region works together to nurture the renewable
energy sector rather than to compete for the existing jobs. This will be accomplished through well
planned supply side supporting mechanisms that support company growth.
This report does not examine the range of specific supply side mechanisms, because these
will require additional research to evaluate. But the types of programs that the City may consider
are those that support entrepreneurial activity, which focus on helping the businesses meet its
financial and other resource needs so that they can succeed. One strategy is to develop an equity
seed fund to provide venture capital to locally based clean tech companies, which could be
capitalized through municipal pension funds or another standing source of capital. The State of
California's public pension fund, CALPERS, has a highly successful clean tech venture capital
investment program called the Greenwave Initiative. The City might work with CALPERS in
order to understand how it has created a successful investment strategy. The City may also
provide more traditional business financing services like loan guarantees, which can help early
stage firms acquire debt financing. Another useful program for entrepreneurs is a business
incubator, to bring together business services that support start up firms. It also creates the cluster
effect that can draw firms in order to collaborate and share ideas. Finally, the City is working to
attract a new federal laboratory for clean technology. Since entrepreneurs tend to cluster around
research institutions, this would have a major impact on developing the renewable energy sector.
The Role of Public/Private Partnerships in Solar Industry Development
The importance of the CCA for achieving San Francisco's renewable energy goals cannot
be overemphasized. The City's clean technology industry development strategy needs to be
coordinated with the CCA because the program is key to overcoming the institutional barriers that
have limited growth of solar power. By negotiating transmission fees of all distributed generation
projects with PG&E, it will remove the barrier to small, local electricity generation. This way,
renewable energy developers like RV will be able to sell renewable power on the grid at market
prices without distribution tariffs. Not only will this facilitate the major 30-60 MW contract, but
could incentivize individual homeowners to independently install solar modules.
Meanwhile the CCA may benefit from a partnership with a firm like Renewable Ventures
to finance the solar projects. With the goal of owning the solar assets, the CCA Task Force
estimates that the 30 MW project will cost $200-275 million through municipal bond financing.
RV estimates that it can sell 60 MW of solar assets to the CCA for $100 million after 6 years of
depreciation, as discussed in Chapter 5. Lennar has already recognized that there is an
opportunity to benefit from a partnership with RV by contracting the firm to finance and manage
the solar assets. It releases the developer from the risk associated with recouping the cost of the
solar installations through housing sales. Meanwhile, the CCA will ensure that solar power
production can be sold onto the grid, to create the demand to install as much solar power as the
rooftop areas will allow. For RV, Hunter's Point provides the opportunity for the firm to install
solar projects on a large scale efficiently and cost effectively to constitute a significant portion of
the solar asset portfolio.
Finally, the Hunter's Point shipyard provides large sites where clean technology
companies can locate to create a physical center and a source of job growth. Since the major
industrial site is a blank slate that has yet to be designed, the City, industry leaders, and Lennar
could work together to plan the area to best fit the needs of clean technology. I recommend that
MOEWD takes an active role to facilitate these partnerships, in order to incorporate economic
and workforce development goals into the terms of the partnerships.
In conclusion, the City should approach economic development of the renewable energy
sector with innovative strategies that focus on supporting the growth of entrepreneurial firms or
the expansion of successful companies rather than on the relocation of existing business activity.
While the City should search for strategies that leverage economic development through the RFP
process for the CCA, it must be careful not to hamper the solar firms' competitiveness. In this
way, sustainable development must strike the balance between job creation, environmental goals
and financial returns. If MOEWD sets job creation as its first goal, it may hamper the industry
from being able to achieve any of them. But if it supports the general development of the
renewable energy sector, then job creation and environmental sustainability will emerge from the
sector.
8. Conclusion & Recommendations
This report can be summarized in five basic points:
1. Solar is more competitive in the marketplace than most people realize; institutional barriers
have been the greater limiting factor to its growth;
2. While past city and state policies failed to overcome these institutional barriers, recent
policies are in the process of being implemented, which may finally make solar energy
viable;
3. These policies are enabling San Francisco to develop a set of public/private partnerships to
implement solar projects on a large scale;
4. These partnerships could open opportunities for San Francisco to develop the solar industry
as an economic development objective;
5. The Mayor's Office of Economic and Workforce Development should leverage these
opportunities through economic development strategies that will strengthen companies'
competitiveness rather than hinder them for the sake of job creation.
Due to popular misconceptions about its value, solar energy is an under-realized market
opportunity in which San Francisco could become a prime mover of the industry. The energy
market has only recently started to take notice of solar as an investment opportunity, and the
demand is likely to continue increasing. Currently the major limitation to solar development in
California are constrictions in supply-funding limits of the state's SGIP program and industry
shortages of silicon. Solar manufacturers are literally sold out of modules and many have up to a
six-month waiting list for purchases. But funding for California rebates will increase in 2007,
when the Million Solar Roofs Initiative (CSI) replaces the SGIP, and market analysts expect
high-grade silicon production to grow to meet demand by 2008. At this point, solar investment
will hit a new stride.
As the previous chapter described, the CCA and the public/private partnerships that it
will support could position San Francisco as a leader in the field, both by generating a massive
demand for renewable energy and by demonstrating that the City can mobilize for major
innovation. Furthermore, the success of these public/private partnerships are connected to one
another: RV could only partner with the City and sell the massive quantity of solar through the
CCA, while RV could potentially triple the amount of solar the CCA produces for the same price.
Lennar needs RV to finance the solar projects at Hunter's Point so that it doesn't carry the risk,
and RV needs the area of a major development in order to deploy the lowest cost solar
development. Finally, Hunter's Point needs the assured demand that the CCA can provide for
industry attraction, while the CCA major low cost large solar projects to fill its RPS.
Pursuing clean technology and solar in particular poses a unique set of benefits and
challenges than other types of industrial development. It is extremely important work because it
generates solutions to our environmental problems, but it must also be successful in the
marketplace. Programs that are pursued because they are good environmental or job creation
goals but poor business plans will inevitably fail. Furthermore, integrating solar power into the
existing electricity supply is extremely complex, since the electric grid is an elaborate industrial
network that has traditionally been centrally organized. The complexity of the energy market has
made it difficult to develop well integrated policy. Professionals in the field must specialize in a
particular aspect of energy-demand side management, technological development, project
financing, utilities regulation-often in isolation of the other aspects. But the success of
renewable energy depends on the coordination of these different areas of the field, which has
slowed the progress of effective renewable energy policy.
The lack of coordination can be seen in many elements of the research for this report. The
public/private partnerships studied were working independently on strategies to invest in solar on
a large scale. Through my research of these independently proposed projects, I came to
understand the concerns of each stakeholder, to recognize their synchronicity of interests, and
was able to communicate to all of them how they could produce a far greater outcome in
partnership. By conducting this research, I found myself in a facilitator position, explaining how
they could achieve their goals by working together. It is important that the projects that emerge
in around the CCA continue to coordinate their planning processes and formalize linkages to
ensure the City's solar development programs are effective.
Coordination of renewable energy policy is also hindered by the inaccessibility of market
research. Policymakers cannot adequately respond to the market effectively if the do not have a
clear understanding of the market. Proprietary non-disclosure to protect from competition is
actually working against the solar industry as a whole. Since solar is still less than 1% of the US
energy portfolio, solar investors and industry analysts should not be competing with one another,
because the true competition is other energy sources. Furthermore, investors in solar assets also
have an interest in not disclosing the returns available in solar investment, to limit the competition
in the field. This is particularly the case since the California rebates create a significant enough
return that the supply of the rebates in constricted and the program is oversubscribed.
Collaboration to expand solar's total market share would be a far more lucrative strategy.
Finally, it is difficult for economic development practitioners to assess the market
potential of solar energy and other clean technology industries because it is still an
underdeveloped industry. As a field dominated by start up companies, the opportunities in clean
technology are difficult for traditional economic development analysis to quantify, because the
technologies and their demand are yet to be defined. Economic development practitioners often
conflate supporting the growth of an industry with trying to attract the industry to their own City.
As an underdeveloped industry still trying to carve out its position in the energy sector, solar and
other clean technology industries need to be supported through industry development
mechanisms such as business incubators and financing sources.
Recommendations for MOEWD
These recommendations are offered to set an agenda for the next steps with the Clean
Technology Industry Initiative. Since it will be necessary to coordinate supply side and demand
side policies, the next steps for the initiative will involve further research.
- Conduct economic development analysis to evaluate what types of renewable energy
companies are viable in San Francisco. MOEWD has already commissioned this research
and will have a report later this year. This analysis should inform the strategies used in
the RFP process of the CCA in order to promote economic development.
- Assess the needs of clean technology companies in terms of property, infrastructure,
labor and capital, and identify the supply side mechanisms that will address renewable
energy firms' needs. This may include establishing intermediary institutions that will
support entrepreneurial ventures in renewable energy.
- Formalize the linkages between public/private partnerships surrounding the CCA.
MOEWD should help facilitate partnerships with all companies that become involved
with the CCA, because they provide the ideal economic development opportunities. The
department is already working to ensure that Lennar carries out its agreement with the
solar installations by introducing the firm to Renewable Ventures, who will finance and
manage the solar installations. As other firms become involved MOEWD should identify
the opportunities that will facilitate their success.
- Develop the economic development component for the CCA RFP process. This will
include conducting an analysis of the economic development mechanisms that could be
included in CCA contracts that would both benefit the company and serve for job growth
among lower income San Francisco residents. MOEWD should engage with renewable
energy technology firms to discuss what would be necessary for the firms to locate jobs
in San Francisco, as well help them prepare for the CCA RFP process.
The final recommendation is directed toward policymakers for the State of California.
Considering the level of the cost subsidies when federal tax incentives and state rebates are
aggregated, the cost for solar relative to the retail utility rate is unnecessarily low and the SGIP
program is oversubscribed. Investors are increasingly realizing the value of solar, so that the
rebate rate could be lowered to make it available to more customers.
The opportunities presented in this report are not unique to San Francisco, but could
apply to any city in California. The City's advantage is that it is a first mover on the CCA, but
similar public/private partnerships could be available to other California cities that pursue them.
These types of partnerships become more difficult outside of California, where there is not an
equivalent level of state rebates. Cities with municipal utilities have the most flexibility to
develop a large renewable energy portfolio and attract renewable energy. Ultimately, the leading
regions in renewable energy are the places where the governments make a long-term commitment
to both supply and demand side policy, find appropriate methods to make renewable energy cost
effective in the local market and move first.
However, San Francisco has the history and character that drive radical innovation and
change. It is why we are willing to lead the charge in such a daring venture as the CCA, why we
passed the $100 million solar initiative. It is a city that is willing to experiment and is not afraid
of making mistakes. For this reason, the City needs to lead the way in renewable energy
innovation and development by supporting the entrepreneurs that make it possible.
One final note: scientists recently discovered that the rate at which the glaciers in Greenland
are melting has doubled in the past ten years, a fact that no climate change models had predicted.
This is causing increasing amounts of fresh water to be released into the North Atlantic, which
scientists fear may shift the Gulf Stream and radically transform the climate of Europe. The
necessity of developing a competitive renewable energy industry is not simply an economic
development opportunity for San Francisco, it is an urgent imperative for the future of the planet.
Appendix A:
REPP Job Study Data
Professional,
Technical & Clerical Machine Bench Structural Total non-
Management & Sales Processing Trades work Work Misc. proflabor
Manufacturing
Module Assembler 3500 1600 8250 750 6850 17450
Mounting Frame 500 500 150 100 150 100 1000
Total Manufacturing
by hours 4000 500 1600 150 8350 900 6950 18450
Total
Manufacturing
Person Years 2.0 0.3 0.8 0.1 4.3 0.5 3.5 9.4
Project
Implementation
Systems Integration 8900 2850 2850
Distributor/
Contractor 1500 1500 1000 2500
Installer 2500 8000 8000
Servicing 5000
Total 17900 4350 0 0 0 8000 1000 13350
Total Project Person
Years 9.1 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.1 0.5 6.8
Labor requirements to produce
Source: KRt job study
1 MW of solar capacity
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